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Prologue 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Go ahead, have a seat. You’ll be here awhile. All night. It’s a long story. When you 

think about how it all started, it’s kind of funny. This clumsy paladin, Devaul, from 

Grayland, on a simple quest to find a hammer, ends up unleashing the terrors of the 

Abyss on the world. 

 A friend of mine, Myer Crowbourne, the Lord Protector of Auranoch now, but 

he wasn’t at the time, met his wife, the former Sun Lord, Selendriel, but she was Sun 

Lord at the time, at a ballroom dance. This was some years ago, before all this demon 

business. Needing some information, Myer and his friends, Devaul being one of them, 

but before he turned to evil, went to see Elona Silversight, an elven seer, known as the 

Oracle. One of the few diviners in the Realm. The Cult of Rath, the big bad guys at the 

time, had the same idea, and beat Myer to the punch. 

 When Myer and his friends arrived at the Tower of Prophecy, the Cult already 

had it under their control. Being the heroes that they are, they valiantly battle their 

way to the top of this tower. At the top, they confront one of the Cult’s dark wizards. 

And what does he do? Runs away. Oh, and sets off a magical rune that blows up the 

tower’s foundation. Devaul’s griffin, Virgil grabs some of them. My buddy Harken, 

who’s with them, he’s got an immovable rod, so he just hangs there in midair. And 

Myer, well he just runs down the side of this collapsing tower, jumping along broken 

chunks of stone. Saw it with my own two eyes. 

 Selendriel, the Sun Lord at this point in time, throws a dance to thank these 

guys who just saved the Oracle. And Myer asked her, the leader of the Sun Elves of 

Ley Seren, to dance, and he pulls her out on the ballroom dance floor. His feet move 

just as well as his swords. Dance skills don’t necessarily go hand in hand with running 

down a falling tower and swordsmanship, you need rhythm, but turns out he’s got that 

too. So I’m watching them, I was playing a show in the city later that week, but they 

asked me to play for this event too, and Selendriel looks like she’s having the time of 

her life. It must be serious business most days, being the Sun Lord. And well, the rest 

is history. Later, she joins them when they travel to the Diamond Gate, where Devaul 

betrays everyone, this being when he turned evil. Selendriel is one of the few that 
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survived that day. She goes back to Auranoch with Myer, who is now Lord Protector at 

this point in time, and they tie the knot. So if you’re a good dancer, you just might end 

up with an elven queen. 

 But anyway, back to the demons being unleashed on the Realms. There’s 

nothing worse than a sad ending. But that wasn’t the end. For six years, demons 

ravaged the land. For six years, they harvested our souls. For six years, there was hell 

on earth. But you can’t forge heroes without the hammer of adversity. The situation 

looked grim, hopeless to most, with over half the world enslaved by the Abyssal 

Legion, but out of this darkness, new heroes rise. That’s this story. 

It’s about time we got started.  

 

They call me Nickel-Eye the Tune… 
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Part 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

What would you do if I sang out of tune? 

Would you stand up and walk out on me? 

Lend me your ears, and I’ll sing you a song 

And I’ll try not to sing out of key… 

 

Of the many heroes of the Demon War, there are four that stand above the rest, who 

turned the tide against the Abyssal Legion.  

Aldren Shieldheart, the Worldmender, worked the forge for a living, simple 

honest work, a blacksmith by family trade. It takes a hardy man to toil next to a fire 

all day, and this man, he’d go on to brave the flames of hell itself. The Goddess 

Aurasanna called out to him, and he answered. He left the forge behind and joined the 

ranks of the clergy. But he wasn’t the kind to sit in a church. No, not at all. There was 

a fire that burned inside Aldren. You could see it in his eyes. He went from blacksmith 

to warrior cleric, and took up the hammer for righteous purposes.  

 Aramis Calafalas hailed from Seldelar, it’s known as the Ghostwood now, a 

pampered son of the moon elven nobility. Wandering the dark paths of the ancient 

forest, the young elf bit off more than he could handle and was gravely wounded by a 

dire bear. On the brink of death, a kind stranger, wielding two swords, saved his life, 

and Aramis has chased the memory of this mysterious swordsman ever since. He 

abandoned his house and took up a blade in each hand, wandering the land, in hopes 

of becoming a master swordsman in his own right. 

 Kronus the Black walked a bloody path, the unavoidable fate of a dhampyr. 

Before coming into his arcane power, young Kronus served as a bodyguard to a man 

named Magus, and together they travelled all across the East, town to town, city to 

city. But with his first infusion of magic, the novice warlock slaughtered his hometown 

of Tapert. His neighbors. His friends. And his father. All dead by his own cursed 

hands. And he couldn’t recall any of it. As if awakening from a nightmare, Kronus held 

the bloody corpse of his father in his arm amidst the burning husk of his village. 
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Kronus’s master, against his will, had marked him with a contract to the Spider-

Lords, the source of his new power. Kronus would find Magus—and make him pay. 

 And finally, an uncompromising paladin, Zerefin Sindefear. No one knew where 

he’d come from, and the devout warrior served a god that no one had ever heard of, the 

Watcher. But the strangest thing about Zerefin—he never took his helmet off. But his 

virtue, courage, and sincerity could not be denied. He was a shield to the defenseless, a 

sword to the weak, and a helping hand to anyone in need. 

  

Their journey begins on the cold road to Hollowcrest, a small town in Agadar on the 

shores of Lake Darthesi. Though the war hadn’t reached the nation of Agadar, the 

lakefront town had its own trouble. Rumors spread of wolves, grown huge with 

glowing, demonic eyes, running amok, preying on the townsfolk, and come the next 

full moon, the frenzied beasts would overrun the town. Our heroes search the snowy 

woods, day after day, their time running short, before they finally find the source of 

the madness, the town’s priest Samuel, who was secretly an agent of the Abyssal 

Legion. The false priest had opened a small abyssal rift and driven the beasts of the 

woods to madness. But the heroes enter his lair, a wolves’ den, and the betrayer flees 

before them. 

 A pack of demonic wolves, as big as oxen, circle our heroes, guarding the 

abyssal rift that Samuel had opened. The four heroes whet their blades on the 

possessed beasts, slaying the frenzied wolves, and then cautiously, they approach the 

rift. Aldren stares into the rift, an unstable tear in the fabric of the world, a path 

between our world and the endless void of the Abyss itself. The cleric steps up to the 

unholy portal, and with his hands, blessed by Aurasanna herself, Aldren did what no 

one had ever done before. He closes it.  

And so they called him ‘Riftmender.’ 

 But Samuel had escaped, taking the Mayor’s daughter, a young girl named 

Margaret, hostage. The Mayor pleads with the heroes, begging them on his knees, to 

save his daughter. Zerefin tells the Mayor to rise and vows to bring Margaret back 

safely. And so the four head back into the woods to find this innocent girl. Aramis 

finds Samuel’s trail, a simple task for him, and tracks the false priest back to an 

abandoned temple hidden in the depths of the forest, a temple dedicated to the evil 

goddess Ravekhall the Betrayer. 

 Our heroes fight their way through the decaying temple, a crumbling ruin 

infested with the undead. After slicing through zombies, bashing skeletons, and 

banishing spirits, they find Margaret bound in chains, but no key and no Samuel. 

Zerefin stayed to protect the girl, while the other three searched the rest of the temple. 
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 Samuel awaited them in worship chamber. The false priest taunted the heroes, 

but made the mistake of getting just a little bit too close. With a spell of command, 

Aldren pulled him close, and the betrayer was slain in an instant, engulfed in Kronus’s 

dark flames and impaled on Aramis’s blades. Samuel’s corpse had a key and a note 

that hinted at another plot in a city to the north-east, Garamoor. To Kronus’s chagrin, 

it was signed: Magus. As they turn to leave, a booming roar shakes the temple to its 

foundations. 

 A snarling black dragon emerges from shadows, stinking acid dripping from its 

jaws, and falls upon them. On the other end of the temple, Zerefin hears the 

monstrous roar and fears for his comrades. The paladin dashes through the empty 

halls and leaps across a long gap in the broken stairway leading downward to join the 

battle against the fearsome beast. Zerefin draws the beast’s attention, slamming his 

shield against its long skull, and drawing his blade through its beady eye. Aldren’s 

warhammer snaps through one of the dragon’s legs, while Aramis cuts into its back. 

As the wyrm’s maw opens to spit its acid, Kronus shoots a stream of fire into the 

dragon’s gullet, igniting the acid. The black wyrm’s neck explodes, and its severed 

head falls at Kronus’s feet. 

When they return to town, the people declare them the Heroes of Hollowcrest. 

Though the townfolk want them to stay and celebrate, the heroes, having no time to 

delay, resupply themselves and set out on the cold, snowy path to the city of 

Garamoor. 
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Part 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

I’m fixing a hole where the rain gets in 

And stops my mind from wandering 

Where it will go… 

I’m filling the cracks that ran through the door 

And stops my mind from wandering 

Where it will go… 

 

A few days later, our heroes arrive at the city of Garamor. The four waste no time in 

investigating the city. They speak to the city watch, asking if there’s been anyone 

suspicious, and they don’t know anything. They ask the locals if anything strange has 

been happening lately, but they don’t know anything. They talk with the local 

merchants to see if they’ve noticed something, anything, and they don’t know anything 

either. The heroes turn up with nothing, completely empty handed.  

Though the heroes explained what happened in Hollowcrest, the city watch 

ignored their warnings, saying the Legion hadn’t even touched Agadaran soil. 

Frustrated, tired, and unable to turn up any leads, our heroes decide to call it a day. 

But a thunderous crack of black lightning splits the sky, and a swirling, dark rift 

opens up in the bell tower of the local church, one place they hadn’t checked. Winged 

demons pour out of the rift, wailing through the air as they descend upon the city. And 

Aramis says to the city watchmen nearby, “I told you so.” 

 The city watch struggles against the abyssal beasts, but the rift needs to be 

closed, and there’s only one man who can do it. The four heroes sprint through the 

streets, cutting down some demons as they go, burst into the church, and battle their 

way up to the top through the Legion’s abyssal soldiers. A Stranian sorceress awaits 

them by the rift, her pet hellhounds snarling and spitting fire. The battle is hard 

fought, Aramis badly burned and Zerefin nearly thrown from the tower, but our heroes 
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prevail, the paladin’s sword removing the sorceress’s head from her body. Aldren 

staggers up to the Abyssal portal, and with his holy power, mends this tear in the 

world. And the city is saved. 

 After the battle, the commander of the watch apologizes to the heroes for 

dismissing their warnings earlier. Seems that some people still have some decency. 

The commander offers them some information that his scouts have gathered. In the 

mountains to the north, between Agadar and Kendreoth, they’ve found an elusive 

manor, rumor being that a vampire lord from the Age of Blood calls it home. His name: 

Bastion Pelovir. Kronus knew the name, an acquaintance of his old master. This was 

personal. 

 Kronus leaves to investigate the manor on his own, but the rest of the heroes 

were waiting for him. They weren’t going to let him go alone, and so Kronus tells them 

to suit themselves, and together they trekked into the snow-capped mountains. 

Aramis leads the way, and with the scouts’ information, finds the manor hidden in the 

shadows of the jagged peaks. 

 Our heroes enter the manor and find themselves in a richly decorated entrance 

hall. The master’s servants stand ready to face them, Kronus sensing that the 

servants are indeed the thralls of a vampire. There must be one, if not several that call 

this manor home, and the warlocks reminds everyone to be on guard. The four cut 

down the servants and look for the master, himself. 

 As our heroes enter the study, something knocks Aldren across the room. 

Zerefin draws his sword and slashes at a man who simply laughs as he glides out of 

reach. The master introduces himself, Bastion Pelovir. Aramis rushes forward, but 

suddenly stops and turns, his eyes glowing red, and charges at Zerefin instead. As the 

paladin fends off the elven swordsman, Kronus runs to the side, throwing bolts of dark 

fire. But the vampire is a blur, shifting this way and that, fiery trails blazing past him, 

and runs a jagged path to the warlock. Pelovir’s eyes, yellow as a cat, gaze into 

Kronus’s and… nothing happens. Kronus grabs the vampire by the front of his coat, 

and before Pelovir realizes what’s happening, his head exploded as Aldren’s 

warhammer ripped through his skull. Pelovir’s head started to grow back, but Aramis 

drove a splinter of wood through Bastion’s heart, and the vampire turned to dust. 

Searching through the study, the heroes find some of Magus’s research on 

vampires and preliminary reports on half-vampires, the dhampyr. And also some 

reports on Kronus. 
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Part 3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

He’s a real nowhere man 

Sitting in his nowhere land 

Making all his nowhere plans 

For nobody… 

 

The heroes return to Garamoor and find the city in an uproar. News had spread that 

the Legion was marching on Tortaron, the City of Shields, capital of Kendreoth. The 

Kendrish were known far and wide as masters of defense, but no army had even 

glimpsed the gates of Tortaron in centuries. And if the city fell, the Legion would be 

free to invade the Westmen countries, both Golodar and Agadar. This single battle 

could determine the fate of three nations. And so our heroes, they travel northeast to 

lend their strength in the defense of the city.  

As our heroes trek across the rolling plains, Aramis’s keen eyes spot something 

in the distance, Kendrish banners flying over a company of men engaged in fierce 

battle against the Legion. The four rush to their aid, fighting alongside Eothan the 

Undying. The Champion of Kendreoth had escaped death’s grasp many times, 

surviving wounds that no man had any right to. Though surrounded, Eothan’s sword 

lashes out at any foes that approached, what little got passed his blade stopped dead 

on his shield, Ebonward. The heroes turn the battle into a decisive victory for the 

Kendrish, forcing the Legion to retreat.  

Prince Cian Karmad steps out of one of the wagons, and together with Eothan, 

they give theirs thanks to the heroes. The Kendrish Prince explains that their 

company had made the journey to Agadar to request aid to stop the oncoming Legion, 

which the Agadarians had refused to give. Since they’re all heading to Tortaron, our 

heroes ride with the Prince’s company the rest of the way, Aldren becoming fast 

friends with Eothan.  
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As the massive, three walled city comes into view, Aramis wonders if the 

Kendrish even need their help. Kronus reminds the elf not to underestimate the 

Legion.  

Prince Cian leads the four to the royal castle and arranges an audience for 

them. King Taggart Karmad thanks them for saving his son, Cian, and though he 

appreciates their concern and their help, His Majesty trusts the walls of Tortaron and 

their Shieldmasters to repel anything the Legion could muster against it. The fiends 

won’t even breach the first wall. Well the heroes aren’t about to tell a king he’s wrong, 

but the King welcomes them to safeguard the inner ward anyway, if they wish. And so 

they do. 

 Over the horizon, the Abyssal Legion marched towards the City of Shields. 

Their demonic regiments blanketed the field, standing just out of range of the 

Kendrish siege engines. The Kendrish eyed their infernal foes, fearing the inevitable 

assault. And they waited—for five maddening nights. As Aldren prays for the city, 

Aramis grows restless, while Zerefin and Kronus wait patiently. 

 On the sixth night, the Legion made its move. The earth trembled as if the 

entire hill might break apart, and the city’s third wall collapsed, the innermost line of 

defense around the castle, the streets of the central ward choked with dust. As the air 

cleared, a worm demon as tall as a tower—with a cluster of crimson eyes all about its 

maw, a slimy hole filled with jagged teeth—leaned out of a tunnel it burrowed under 

the hill. And below it, stood a man in gray robes. A man known to Kronus. Magus. 

 Though Magus stood far down the avenue, Kronus can feel his former master’s 

gaze upon him. With a wave of his hand, the dark wizard tore open the fabric of the 

world. A rift in the center of the city. And a stream of demons spread through the 

streets. 

 The demon worm recedes into its hole, and the giant worm tunnels through the 

city, tearing up the streets, demolishing foundations, collapsing homes. And through 

the tunnel, Legion troops start to climb out onto the streets, and the Shieldmasters of 

Kendreoth rush to meet them. 

 Man and demon fight a fierce battle in the cramped streets, while the heroes 

form a plan to stop the rampaging worm. As the worm bore down on the Kendrish 

soldiers, Kronus showered the gigantic demon with eldritch fire while Aramis pelted it 

with arrows. The demon worm’s eyes fix on them and the monster burrows towards 

them. The warlock and swordsman turn and run through alleys and side streets, the 

ground deforming behind them as the worm pursues. As the massive demon follows 

the two around a corner, suddenly, the worm bursts out of the ground, flailing in the 

air. Runes and lines light up all around the demon worm, a blessed circle, inscribed by 

Aldren and Zerefin, trapped the monster in place. The street is bathed flames as 

Kronus sears the beast by calling down a column of fire, and Aramis runs up the 
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worm’s back, drawing his twin swords through the bubbling flesh, slicing the worm 

wide open. The worm collapses in the middle of the street, blood and pus oozing out of 

the huge corpse. 

 With the worm slain, our heroes battle through the melee to find Eothan the 

Undying, side by side with the Shieldmasters, holding the line at the rift. But Magus 

was nowhere to be found. Only the spawns of the Abyss flooding through in. The 

heroes are a sight for sore eyes, and Eothan is eager to see the Riftmender work his 

miracle. Together, the five of them cut a bloody path through the Legion, getting 

Aldren to the rift, the cleric sealing it. 

 Though the rift had been mended, the still battle raged on. But in the end, the 

Kendrish emerge victorious and Tortaron remains standing. But it seemed a hollow 

victory as they survey the battlefield that was their city.  
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Part 4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Day after day, alone on a hill 

The man with the foolish grin is keeping perfect still 

Nobody wants to know him 

They can see that he’s just a fool 

And he never gives an answer 

But the fool on the hill 

Sees the sun going down… 

 

 

With the Riftmender, they had a fighting chance. Without the unending 

reinforcements of the rifts, the Legion could be beaten back. All the way to the Abyss. 

But they needed help, Kendreoth couldn’t do it on its own. Golodar. The Moon Elves. 

The Northern Halls. If just one of them joined their forces to Kendreoth’s, it would be 

possible. With the help of two nations, victory would just be a matter of time. 

 Thanks to our heroes, Tortaron was safe for the time being. King Karmad gave 

the heroes a proper show of gratitude, presenting them with Kendreoth’s highest 

honors, and even going so far as to apologize for his overconfidence. But the King also 

had an important request for them—to be his ambassadors. His Majesty asked them 

to enter the forest of Seldelar and parley with the Moon Lord then enter the depths of 

Kor Duraz and beseech the King of the Northern Halls for his help. Prince Cian would 

go to Veris Santaine and meet with the Lord Marshall of Golodar. After some 

deliberation amongst the four, the heroes accepted the King’s quest. 

 Wasting little time, our heroes set off from Tortaron and travel into the heart of 

Seldelar, forest realm of the Moon Elves. It’d been a long time since Aramis last set 

foot in his homeland, but the elf would never forget the woodlands. The vagrant 
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swordsman leads his friends through hidden paths and past the ancient sentinel trees, 

straight to the platinum gates of Athenvale, the capital. The wardens greet Aramis, a 

former warden himself, with cold stares, but rumors of the Riftmender reached even 

elven ears and the Moon Lord’s herald presents them with a summons to the 

Moonspring. 

Smooth walls and curved edges defined the houses and towers built around, 

through, and into the ancient trees of the harmonious city. The four heroes walked up 

the steep stairway of the Moonspring, the temple rising high past the canopy, then 

through its moonlit halls to the Moon Lord Hanvaril, an ancient among his kind. Stark 

white hair framed his timeworn face and stern, gray eyes. Eyes that had watched 

nations rise and fall. Beside him stood his daughter, Ellestriel, striking in her beauty, 

both solemn and graceful. 

Aramis and Aldren explained the situation and requested the elves’ help in the 

name of King Karmad of Kendreoth, to form an alliance to end this war. Lord 

Hanvaril considered their words, with full understanding of what they faced and the 

threat the Legion posed. The Moon Elves could watch no longer. The Moon Lord gave 

the call to arms, the first in centuries. And the army of Seldelar marched. 

Meanwhile in Golodar, Prince Cian brought Lord Marshall Siegrich around as 

well. And Men of the West raised their banners, joining their strength to the elves and 

the Kendrish, and the Alliance was born. 

The Legion, failing to overcome Tortaron, bypassed it to north, advancing west, 

between the Kendrish lines and Lake Serallan, marching straight for Seldelar. If the 

elves and Westmen could hold them at the great forest’s edge, the Kendrish could 

flank them from the south. A decisive victory here would destroy the bulk of the 

Legion’s strength in the West. 

Our heroes stood amongst the elven host, under the massive sentinel trees at 

the edge of Seldelar, besides an array of elven blades and longbows and shining 

mythril chain and shields in loose skirmish lines. The Westmen’s infantry formed 

tight ranks, neat blocks of soldiers for messy work. Colorful banners streamed from 

the lances of their famous knights, whose fearsome charge was known across the 

Realm. On the opposite side of the field crept the Legion, carrying tattered banners 

with clattering chains of bone, their dull, booming horns in the distance. 

The Legion charged across the field, heedless of the arrows raining down upon 

them. As the snarling faces of the demons came into view, the perfect ranks of the 

Westmen turned in unison, and leveled their spears at the elves, and their knights 

charged into woods, trampling the moon elves underfoot. The Westmen and the 

demons converged on the elves as the dumbfounded Kendrish entered the fray. Rather 

than catch the Legion in the trap, the new alliance found themselves betrayed, 

outnumbered, and separated. The betrayers battered the elven line, and a shrill horn 
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signaled their retreat. The elves withdrew into the depths of the forest while the 

Kendrish fell back to their battlements. 

Desperation and despair filled the air. With a heavy heart, the Moon Lord asks 

the heroes to go to the Northern Halls of Kor Duraz. Their last hope lay with the 

dwarves. The Moon Lord ordered his daughter to accompany the heroes, to add 

legitimacy to their words, while the elven army slowed the Legion and Westmen’s 

advance through the forest. Though Ellestriel protested, saying her place was here 

fighting alongside her people, in the end, she relented and agreed to go speak with the 

Northern King. And so our heroes with the Moon Elven Princess and her small 

retinue, head north for the mountains of Kor Duraz. 

Under the cover of night, as the party leaves the forest behind, a brilliant light 

fills the sky. They turn and see a swirling, white orb expanding from the center of the 

forest. Ellestriel’s eyes go wide and she drops to her knees crying, “No, no, no.” The orb 

grow larger and larger, then blinding in brightness, as it engulfs the entirety of the 

ancient forest. A mighty wind blasts across the field, throwing up dust and rocks, 

bending trees, knocking people off their feet. The orb seems to freeze for a moment, 

then collapses in on itself in an instant, the wind rushing back from where it came. As 

the dust clears, the verdant green forest was now as pale white as an army of ghosts, 

all across the horizon.  

It was called Purity, an ancient, forbidden ritual spell that used the spirit of 

elves and the spirit of the forest—to kill everything else. Ellestriel said that her father 

and some of the other archmages had spoken of it as their last resort. The Moon 

Princess never imagined that they would actually use it. And now, they were all gone. 

Obliterated by that white light.  
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Part 5 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Blackbird singing in the dead of night 

Take these sunken eyes and learn to see 

All your life 

You were only waiting 

For this moment to be free… 

 

 

The Northern Halls Kor Duraz gave our heroes a somber welcome, their gryphon 

riders having already seen the destruction of Seldelar. A council was called of all the 

dwarven lords, along with the heroes and Ellestriel. King Marius Algar sat at the head 

of the assembly and listened with great intent. The Elves of Seldelar had made the 

ultimate sacrifice. By all reports, the Legion forces were greatly diminished. Aldren 

the Riftmender stood before the dwarf lords and implored them to act and seize this 

opportunity. It was clear to the King of the Northern Halls that it was now or never. 

The Moon Elves had given everything for this chance. Not to be outdone, the dwarves 

of the North would do the likewise. Many of the lords stood up in protest, but King 

Algar called the banners. The dwarves would go to war. 

The King of the Northern Halls offered shelter to the Moon Princess, but 

Ellestriel gracefully declined. She was a princess no longer and wished to see the war 

through to its end. Her small retinue would accompany the heroes and the army on 

their campaign. 

Lead by General Daedalor Marwall, the Dwarven army marched out from 

under the mountain, armored from head to toe in dwarven steel, wielding axe and 

hammer, dragging their mighty cannons and far-striking ballistae, blessed by their 

rune priests, heading south through Fasallon towards Kendreoth. The dwarven 
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warriors swept through the Legion’s occupational forces, which numbered enough to 

quell the people not fight an army, and scattered the demons before them. 

The Kendrish feared another assault by the Legion when they spotted an army 

on the horizon, but their spirits rose as the banners of the dwarf lords came into view. 

Together, the Kendrish and the Dwarves planned their next move. The Legion had 

withdrawn to Northwind, the occupied capital of Thanranon, the gateway between the 

East and West. 

While they made plans to lay siege to Northwind, a regiment of Westmen 

troops approached, waving the white flag of surrender, sending forth a small 

entourage to parley. Eothan the Undying, General Marwall, the heroes, and Ellestriel 

rode forth to hear their words. The Black Knight, Gerard Schwarzwald, spoke for the 

Westmen, saying that their leaders had betrayed them, tempted by a man named 

Magus. But after what happened in Seldelar, with the greater part of their forces 

decimated, the Knights of the Halo rose up against those who sold their souls to the 

Legion. And though they had few forces to spare, the people of Golodar wanted to 

make amends. Zerefin could forgive, but not trust, a sentiment shared by Aramis, 

Eothan and Ellestriel. But the knight was known to Aldren as a man of honor. Kronus 

empathized as the Westmen were another victim of Magus’s machinations. And in the 

end, the cleric and warlock convinced the Alliance to accept their help, and the Black 

Knight pledged that they would battle the Legion until the end. 

Northwind Castle sat atop a steep hill, overlooking the surrounding 

countryside. A long balcony extended from the hilltop, and below it, a split in the 

fabric of the world marred the sky, tall as a tower, the largest rift they’d seen yet. The 

armies of the Alliance arrayed themselves around the broken walls and prepared to 

storm the city. Perched atop the castle was the demon lord Narzul’rik, the Legion’s 

general in the West, his enormous wings of fire spread out behind him, his mighty 

roar resounding across the field of battle. But Kronus sensed something else—Magus 

was here. 

Dwarven cannons blast down what remained of the city’s walls and punch holes 

in the horde of demons. Zerefin and Eothan the Undying lead the way, charging into 

the war torn city, the armies of man and dwarf rushing into battle against the Legion, 

a melee where every street and alley became a battleground, every building an arena. 

The paladin smites fiends left and right while fang, tooth, and flame break upon the 

Undying’s shield, Ebonward. Aramis’s two swords flash from one foe to the next. 

Aldren cleaves through flesh and bone with mighty swings from his warhammer. 

Ellestriel unleashes the full force of her power, raining down arcane vengeance, 

tearing apart packs of demons with a wave of her arm.  

But no matter how many foes they cut down, the demons just keep on coming. 

It becomes clear that this battle will only end when the huge rift is sealed. And so our 
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heroes fight their way to the castle itself, entering through the gate which had been 

torn asunder and never replaced. The demon lord Narzul’rik, who loomed over the 

battlefield, leaps down from his perch into the courtyard. The demon lord’s roar blasts 

them like the heat from a forge. Zerefin and Aramis block Narzul’rik’s path, telling 

Kronus and Aldren to find Magus and close the rift. The warlock and the Riftmender 

look back to see the paladin and the swordsman charge the demon lord before entering 

the castle. 

On the balcony, above the massive rift, stands a cloaked figure. It turns as 

Kronus and Aldren walk out onto the narrow walkway, revealing a face known to 

Kronus, the man whom he served for many years—Magus. Kronus hurried forward, 

an aura of dark miasma surrounding him, his hands alight with arcane fire. But 

Magus throws up a hand in surrender, the rift below him twisting shut and fading 

away. 

Magus praises Kronus on becoming so powerful. Kronus wonders what Magus 

is playing at, but the elusive wizard says his heart has filled with pride over the 

warlock’s achievements. Magus worried that Kronus would never amount to anything, 

but now the warlock had far exceeded his expectations. Kronus asks again, what was 

he talking about? What was he after? Who was he, really? And Magus answers that 

first, saying simply, I am Magus. His skin fades to a pale white, his eyes lose all color, 

and his face becomes a blank slate. A changeling. The name that Kronus had always 

assumed was a fake, was indeed Magus’s real name. Changelings—being faceless, 

being no one, and yet being anyone—chose names based on what they did instead of 

who they were. 

Magus had watched Kronus since infancy. He’d heard rumors of the dhampyr 

who possessed the power and resilience of vampires without any of the weaknesses. 

But he couldn’t find any reliable information about them. And what is a demonologist 

to do? Conduct an experiment. Magus needed a vampire, finding Bastion Pelovir, and 

a human woman, any of which would do. Magus lured many young women to Pelovir’s 

mansion where the vampire seduced them. Only a few bore children, and of those few 

all were still born. Except one.  

Magus took that child, a baby boy, to the village of Tapert. Magus found a 

simple farmer, Robert, to take the boy in and raise him as his own, and Magus paid 

him handsomely to keep this a secret, letting Robert name the boy—Kronus. And so 

Magus waited and observed. And Kronus grew into a young man. A boring young man. 

Kronus had no ambition. He seemed content to work alongside his foster 

father, a model of mediocrity. Perhaps he needed some stimulus, to see the world. And 

so Magus approached young Kronus and offered him work as a bodyguard. They 

traveled all across the East, Magus laying the groundwork for the Legion’s invasion, 

while Kronus continued to disappoint. It seemed that Kronus needed a little… push. 
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Bringing Kronus to hidden cave near Tapert, Magus formed a contract between 

the Spider-Lords and Kronus, writ on Kronus’s back. This would give him power. Now, 

he needed some motivation. Masking himself as Kronus, Magus burned Tapert to the 

ground, ensuring that Robert got a good look at him while he dealt the farmer a fatal 

wound. And the chase was on. 

Magus had followed them this entire time. Hollowcrest. Garamoor. Tortaron. 

Seldelar. Even Kor Duraz. The entire time, Magus watched Kronus’s progress. What 

Magus hadn’t expected was for Kronus to become so virtuous. A slayer of demons and 

a liberator of men, fighting side by side with the Riftmender. And Magus believes that 

Kronus and his comrades can actually end this war. 

All this time, Kronus bore the guilt of his hometown’s destruction, but now a 

massive weight was lifted off his conscience. But Kronus still wondered why? Why go 

through all this trouble? Why serve the Legion? Why close the rift? 

And Magus’s answer was simple—curiosity. To see interesting scenarios play 

out. To gain new knowledge. The wizard was a scholar at heart. Research was his life. 

He could care less who won this war. And out of his robe, Magus pulled forth a thick 

tome and set it on the ground. A gift. 

Kronus stood speechless, and conflicted. Below them, with the rift closed, the 

battle shifted in the alliance’s favor. The warlock looked up at Magus and spoke two 

words, “Be gone.”  

Magus nodded. The changeling turned and, with his magic, disappeared. 

Aramis, with Zerefin using him as support, staggers onto the walkway, the 

head of the demon lord in his hand. Narzul’rik was dead. But Kronus’s vengeance 

remained unfulfilled, unsure if he even wanted it now. The warlock takes the demon 

lord’s head and steps to the edge of the balcony, raising the bloody trophy for all to see. 

And then Kronus unleashes his fury upon the Legion, his hand ablaze with arcane 

might. A dark aura swirls around him, stark black against the blue sky, as he calls 

down columns of raging fire from the sky, obliterating the demonic masses below. 

The demons fled. The winged ones took to the sky, while the rest of the Legion 

were routed, many cut down while they tried to escape. The day was won. 

From that day forth, the warlock was known as Kronus the Black. 
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Part 6 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 You left me standing here 

 A long, long time ago 

 Don’t leave me waiting here 

 Lead me to your door… 

 

Where Zerefin walked, nervous whispers followed. During the paladin’s battle with 

Narzul’rik, the demon lord’s flaming axe nearly took Zerefin’s head, but tore his 

helmet off instead, exposing his stark white hair and jet black skin, the force of the 

blow sent the dark elf knight reeling. Aramis parried the killing blow, the demon’s axe 

stopping on his crossed swords. The next moment, the Narzul’rik’s arm came free from 

his body. Standing in front of the two heroes is a dwarf, bare skinned from the waist 

up and covered in cobalt blue tattoos, demon blood dripping from his massive, rune-

inscribed great axe. Tulgrim Earthshaker. The dwarven slayer roared something 

unintelligible, but Aramis took the hint. Together they finished off the demon lord, 

Aramis taking Narzul’rik’s head. 

 Alliance soldiers gathered around, gawping at Zerefin as he struggled to his 

feet. None of the soldiers had ever seen a dark elf, but their reputation preceded them, 

a nearly extinct race of bloody thirsty sadists who emerge from the darkness to maim 

and kill. Aramis helped his friend up, giving the paladin a shoulder to lean on, and 

brought him out to the balcony.  

 

Days had passed since the battle of Northwind. The Alliance had secured the 

surrounding countryside and established supply lines, and dwarven mason crews had 

already began to repair the city’s walls. But the word on everyone’s lips was that there 

was a dark elf in their midst. No one dared to confront Zerefin, but through the camp 

people would give him a glance before quickly turning away, or a long stare if they 

didn’t think the paladin was looking. 
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 Zerefin decided to settle the matter himself, calling a meeting of the Alliance 

leaders. In a tent full of all the Alliance’s heroes, leaders, and high-ranking officers, 

Zerefin revealed his face for all to see. Some were shocked. Some angered. All fearful. 

General Marwall breaks the silence, asking if his other three companions knew. And 

our heroes had, for months now, since before the siege of Tortaron. Eothan asks why 

Zerefin never told them. And Princess Ellestriel interrupts the Undying, saying it was 

to avoid this very situation. Now the Moon Princess and the dark elf shared 

something, both were the last of their kind, but the Princess insists that the paladin’s 

heritage is irrelevant, Zerefin had proven his himself a hero countless times. Golodar’s 

Black Knight remains silent, though the Westmen’s people had much to atone for. 

Tulgrim says nothing, the dwarf caring little either way.  

Zerefin, humble as always, seemed content to accept whatever judgement the 

Alliance came to. But Kronus the Black revealed his secret as well, that he was a 

dhampyr, half-man, half-vampire. And would they cast him out because of this? 

Aldren made it known to all of them that he trusted both Zerefin and Kronus with his 

life, and that as his comrades in arms, they were irreplaceable. Aramis put in his own 

word, that a man should be judged based on his own merits. In the end, they all came 

to an agreement—they would officially announce that Zerefin was a dark elf, and that 

the paladin was a valued and trusted hero of the Alliance. Unofficially, many still 

harbored their doubts. 

Later that day, Aldren asked Zerefin if he was really okay with this, fighting 

for people who tolerated him at best and, at worst, viewed him as a monster in their 

own ranks. Zerefin simply said it didn’t matter what they thought of him, as long as 

he did right by himself and the Watcher. As a man of the cloth himself, the Riftmender 

understood completely.  

The Legion still occupied the High Road through Thanranon, the major 

roadway between the East and West. Through some miracle, Auranoch still managed 

to hold back the Legion’s advances. All the remants of La Felle, Graylands, and 

Delrune’s armies joined their strength to Auranoch, as well as their refugees who 

sought refuge in the desert protectorate. And though Dardanar didn’t have a large 

army or contribute much fighting power, their wizards provided much needed 

logistical support. 

Everything east of the forest of Ley Seren was a demonic no man’s land. And 

the forest itself was embroiled in civil war, the Sun elves killing one another, even as 

the demons desecrated their forest. The elves had split into two factions. The Loyalists 

who supported the Sun Lord, lead by her daughter, the Sun Princess Doloriel; and the 

Partisans who rebelled against them, lead by Lord Telvanas, counting many of the 

Sun Elves’ largest and most powerful noble houses amongst their numbers. After the 

Legion’s initial foray into Ley Seren, the Partisans launched a surprise attack, hoping 

to quickly and decisively take control. Well that didn’t happen, and now they were still 
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fighting, neither side being able to gain advantage over the other. And the Legion 

seemed content to let them do their work for them, their forces advancing elsewhere. 

As the Alliance planned their next move, a small group of Sun elves entered the 

gates of Northwind, bearing a request from the Sun Princess Doloriel. The Sun 

Princess asked that the Alliance deploy some troops to help her against the Partisans. 

The Alliance could use the elves help, but they didn’t have many troops, if any to 

spare, nor could they predict how long it would take to defeat the Partisans. Ellestriel 

points out that the last Sun Elven civil war lead to the creation of the dark elves. No 

offense intended to Zerefin. And if the Sun Elves had any ancient surprises, such as 

Purity which wiped out Seldelar, they wouldn’t want the angry rebels to be in control 

of it. 

Zerefin suggests they take a small, but skilled group into Ley Seren, one that 

can move quickly and make a strong impact. Aldren volunteered to go, but Kronus 

reminds him that to properly secure the High Road, the Riftmender will need to be 

there to close any rifts along the way. They decide that Zerefin, Kronus, Ellestriel and 

her elves, and a unit of Kendrish light infantry will go. The rest of the Alliance will 

advance along the High Road, through Delrune, with the goal of reaching Auranoch. 

The next day, the small party says their goodbyes and sets off for Ley Seren. 
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Part 7 
 

 

 

 

 

 

One day 

You’ll look 

To see I’ve gone 

For tomorrow be rain 

So I’ll follow the sun… 

 

Ellestriel had never seen the Sun Elven forest of Ley Seren. The Princess had read 

about it, but the experience of it was an eye opener. In the Seldelar, the sentinel trees 

were massive, tall and stately, with high crowns towering over the forest floor, and 

stood a respectful distance from one another, their leaves just brushing together in the 

canopy. Here, the vibrant trees reached out to one another, their long branches 

entwined with one another over the tangled undergrowth. And somehow, the sun still 

snuck its way through the thick canopy, slanting rays of light falling across the 

radiant flowers, lazy vines, and wild shrubs. 

 This was Zerefin’s first time here as well, but to him, this was the homeland of 

the people who cast his, the dark elves, out millennia ago, the beauty of the forest 

tainted by its history. Kronus had been here once before, years ago with Magus, and 

the spectacle of the forest appeared untouched by the war. 

 The Sun Elves lead the heroes through hidden, deep paths, slowly towards the 

capital of Seren Tir. Despite their precautions, they are still set upon by small groups 

of Partisan skirmishers and the local beasts, but continue on towards their 

destination. 

 They find that Seren Tir is more battlefield than city. Ruins litter the cityscape, 

what buildings still stand are crumbling shells, and unburied corpses decorate the 

streets. Entire cities and villages had been razed to the ground in this civil war, but 
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neither side could seize full control of the capital. As they fought back and forth, the 

once harmonious city and its people were caught in the crossfire.  

 The Loyalist camp is in no better shape, it’s in complete disarray. The guard 

posts have been torn down, the bloodied bodies of the defenders strewn about the 

debris. In the center of the camp, they find Lethias Leith’koras, slayer of the dragon 

Stormtooth and leader of the Crimson Arrows, with some of his order searching for 

survivors. The Partisans had ambushed the camp, but they had help on the inside. 

One of the Princess’s handmaidens, Yalena, had sold them out to Partisans. And 

Princess Doloriel had been taken captive. 

 Kronus the Black confronts Lethias about something that’s been bothering him. 

The warlock knows there’s something the elves haven’t been telling them. And 

Lethias, being a terrible liar—trust me, I know—and not seeing any more reason to 

hide it at this point, tells Kronus the truth: the Loyalists are losing… badly. The 

Loyalists had hoped that the Alliance would commit a sizable force to their cause, but 

what they got instead wasn’t nearly enough. But it was worth a try. And now, with the 

capture of the Princess, the Partisans’ victory is nearly complete. The Partisans will 

use Doloriel to force her mother, Sun Lord Selendriel, to relinquish her authority, and 

they will finally take the mantle of leadership of Ley Seren. 

 The other Loyalists leaders start making plans to abandon Ley Seren, but 

Lethias says there’s still hope, they could rescue the Princess. Zerefin and Ellestriel 

volunteer to help him, and Kronus says he doesn’t mind a little crazy. The Crimson 

Arrows have already been tracking the Princess down. And the news they’ve gathered 

isn’t good. The Partisans aren’t going to use her as a bargaining chip against the Sun 

Lord—they’re going to use her to bargain with the Legion.  

 With Lethias leading the way, our heroes snuck up on the meeting between the 

Partisans and the Legion. But as their enemies come into view, Lethias’s face darkens 

and his eyes harden. With his elven sight, the archer sees an old friend whose 

cowardice sunk the world into chaos, the death knight—Lord Devaul. The Partisans 

exchange words with the death knight and they seem to come to an agreement as 

Princess Doloriel is given over to the Legion. As she’s being lead away, an enormous 

demon, as big as a hill and dripping magma, known as Vulkainr, comes forward 

spewing lava at the Partisan soldiers. The sheer heat coming off the massive beast set 

trees ablaze in its passing. The soldiers turn to flee and a flock of winged demons 

break out from the canopy and swoop down upon them.  

Lethias knocks an arrow, lines of arcane energy swirl around him, and there is 

only him, his bow, his arrow, and his target, Devaul. As the elven hunter looses his 

arrow, the air explodes around him. The arrow streaks through the sky as intense as a 

meteor, ripping through the air, tearing through the canopy, a spinning vortex in its 

wake. The mighty arrow blasts into Devaul, blowing away the earth and the rocks and 
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the trees, a fierce burst of shining light and a deafening crash. And in the crater that 

remains, as the dust clears away, the death knight still stands. His glowing yellow 

eyes stare in Lethias’s direction before the traitorous paladin turns and simply walks 

off. 

Zerefin rushes past the bewildered elf, his eyes fixed on the Vulkainr, leading 

the Loyalist charge. The colossal demon lumbered towards the Partisans, leaving a 

trail of smoldering magma in its wake. The Crimson Arrows darken the sky with a 

volley of arrows, but the missiles burn up as they strike the massive beast. Kronus 

shakes Lethias out of his stupor, and the two head towards the Princess. The warlock 

unleashes a torrent of eldritch bolts to cover the archer as he darts past the demons, 

cutting Doloriel loose and tossing her a sword. 

A stream of ice and wind from Ellestriel’s hands stops Vulkainr in its tracks. 

Zerefin uses the opportunity to get under the beast and hacks away at its underbelly. 

Steaming hot blood leaks out, but nothing like the magma off its back as it’s pelted 

with a barrage of arrows and magic. A brilliant light engulfs the paladin’s sword as he 

carves the beast open with a mighty swing, the fiend’s guts spilling out. Zerefin 

catches a glimpse of Devaul, when a wall of ice crackles up between them. With the 

Princess freed, the Loyalists retreat back into the forest.  

 The Moon Princess meets the Sun Princess for the second time, the first being 

over a century ago while Doloriel was still a child. Now the Daughter of the Sun leads 

her loyal followers against overwhelming rebel odds. How quickly children grow. 

Ellestriel asks Doloriel what she intends to do now. Lethias and the Crimson Arrows 

and the rest of the Loyalists are sprawled out around her, tired and weary, their faces 

worn, waiting for the Sun Princess’s orders. The Daughter of the Sun knows that as 

things stand, they cannot defeat the Partisans. But if the world survives, perhaps they 

can someday reclaim the forest. And so Doloriel makes the hardest decision she’s ever 

made in her life.  

The Loyalists will abandon Ley Seren. 
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Part 8 
 

 

 

 

 

 

There are places I remember 

All my life 

Though some have changed 

Some forever 

Not for better 

Some have gone 

And some remain… 

 

The High Road lead to scorched towns, blackened ruins, and the empty husk of a city, 

passing dead fields, twisted trees, and makeshift graves. Aldren the Riftmender 

wondered if there was anything left of Delrune or if the entire nation lay in ruin. After 

a couple weeks of marching through the desolate countryside, the shifting desert of 

Auranoch seemed lively by comparison, and as they approached the nation’s border, 

the Alliance spotted the banners of the Sun Elves approaching along the High Road 

behind them. 

Our heroes are reunited, and the Loyalists volunteer their remaining forces to 

the Alliance, who gladly welcome their help. Together, they all continue into 

Auranoch. The army marches over rolling sand dunes, past deep canyons and ravines, 

around towering mesas and rocky crags, through fertile oases and sparkling springs, 

and weathers whirling sands and the blistering heat. Resistance from the Legion is 

light, the scouts reporting that the bulk of the enemy forces were seen retreating east, 

out of the Alliance’s path. 

And so the Alliance comes to Oriac, the Grand Oasis, capital of Auranoch, 

which lies over the fork where Auranoch’s two rivers become one and leads out to the 

ocean. From a distance, the painted tile rooftops provide an array of dazzling colors. 

Outside the city proper, another city comprised of tents, soldiers, and refugees spreads 
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out from the high walls. A mix of La Fellans, Graylanders, and the Delrick are all 

milling around the makeshift shanty town, while the Aurani form the majority of the 

city proper.  

Lord Protector Myer Crowbourne, his wife, the Sun Lord Selendriel, and her 

attendant, the Oracle Elona Silversight, provide a warm welcome for the Alliance 

army. Together, they meet with their leaders to plan their next move. 

Selendriel, both proud and regal, actually loses her composure at the sight of 

Princess Doloriel, shedding tears as she embraces her daughter. It wasn’t the reaction 

the Princess expected for abandoning her homeland, but she meant more to her 

mother than the forest. Doloriel was cool but courteous to her step father Myer. The 

Sun Princess couldn’t understand how her mother could choose a human to replace 

her father. 

That night, an enormous flare of bright, blazing blue shoots into the sky, far in 

the distance, a twisted thread hanging in the sky. Then it bursts. The blue pillar 

collapses and enormous waves of fire come racing outwards, washing over the desert 

sand, and spreading over the horizon. 

Whatever it was, it came from the direction of the Legion’s armies. Scouts are 

sent out immediately to find out what happened. And their reports were hard to 

believe. Everything had been turned to glass, a smooth, flat, shining plane of glass 

that stretched into the distance. Whatever was there before—rocks, animals, houses, 

and people—had all burned up or melted into the crystal plain. The town of Orheda 

was there, a makeshift base for a large force of soldiers and Red Riders. All of it—

gone. 

The whole city was on edge. What was that? How could this happen? Could 

they do it again? When? What was their next target? If the Legion could obliterate 

Oriac with that attack, it would be all over for the Alliance. The heroes wished they 

could say this was the most destructive attack they’ve ever seen, but whatever this 

was, it took a far second from Purity, the spell that wiped out Seldelar. 

But it turns out, that the spell isn’t that different from Purity. It’s called Blood 

Nova, and Kronus finds that it’s well documented in Magus’ tome. The spell is a 

complex ritual that requires the blood of a few thousand people, a small town’s worth, 

and uses them to create an enormous conflagration, with heat intense enough to 

obliterate just about anything. The magic circle needed for the spell is huge, it’d be 

easy to spot from the sky. The spell doesn’t affect the caster, but the size of the blast 

would require the Legion to give the caster a wide berth, lest they caught in the blue 

fire. 

Dwarven gryphon riders and elven Pegasus riders take to the skies, searching 

any town big enough to be used as the sacrifice for the next Blood Nova. And they find 
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the magic circle in the town of Tamriah. And in that circle stands the five-tailed 

demon lord Rak’tzarmal. 

Since they don’t know how long until the ritual is complete, the Alliance 

decides to send only a small party to slay the demon lord. Against most people’s 

protests, including his wife’s, Myer decides to go to defend his land and to avenge 

everyone lost in Orheda. Kronus goes also for his power and expertise, Zerefin wants 

to see them all safely back, Ellestriel volunteers her strength, and Tulgrim 

Earthshaker who thirsts for demon blood throws in his lot. The last member of the 

group is the Sun elven oracle, Elona Silversight. 

Before the party sets out, Myer presents a gift to Zerefin—the Holy Sword 

Baxicurel. There are few paladins in the Realms, and perhaps none other that could 

properly wield this blade. Zerefin refuses to accept it, but Myer insists that he first 

draw the sword from its sheath. With some reluctance, Zerefin draws out Baxicurel, 

an aura of golden light shimmering across the surface of its blade. The dark elf felt a 

warmth envelop him as comforting as a camp fire on a cold night. Myer tells him that 

though many knights and paladins have tried holding it, Baxicurel has never glowed 

like this since before Devaul’s fall. Then Myer tells him one last thing about the blade. 

They found in in the ruins of Parsenthes. The dark elf hadn’t heard that name in a 

long time, one of the first dark elven cities destroyed in the Purge. Zerefin decides he 

will keep the sword then. It must be the Watcher’s will that the sword found its way 

back into dark elven hands. 

The six set off, riding hard through the desert towards Tamriah before another 

tradgedy took place. And none of them expected what they found. As the town came 

into view, red lines arced through the air above the town forming a dome that looked 

like it was made of thread, weaving through sky. As the heroes got closer, it became 

apparent what the lines really were. Blood. The lifeblood streamed through the air 

from the townspeople, all of them writhing on the ground, clutching at their chests, 

gasping in pain. All the blood was coming back down in a twisting column further into 

the town.  

And that’s where they found the demon lord Rak’tzarmal. The demon lord was 

tall and slender and armored as an insect’s exoskeleton, segmented plates running 

across his entire body. Two columns of three green eyes set stared at the heroes, one 

for each of them, while five long, bony tails rattled behind him. The demon held no 

weapons, but his hands ended in wicked claws as long as a scythes and far sharper.  

Kronus and Ellestriel hurl fire and ice, but Rak’tzarmal snakes past their 

spells, as Myer and Tulgrim charge the demon lord from different angles. The demon 

lord is a blur, one of his tails slams into Tulgrim, sending the dwarf flying. 

Rak’tzarmal bounds over Myer, claws poised to impale Ellestriel, but scrapes across 

Zerefin’s shield instead. But the demon’s tail arcs over the paladin and lashes at the 
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Princess, knocking her to the ground. Before his next tail strikes, Baxicurel cuts into 

his side, and a rush of flames pushes Zerefin back as the fiend leaps back. The bony 

tails snap at the paladin, keeping him at bay. 

Tulgrim’s axe digs deep into the earth, as the demon lord slips around it. Myer 

drives the fiend back with a flurry of slashes from his swords Levana and Allefye, 

which Rak’tzarmal parries with claws and tails. Just when the blade dancer thinks 

he’s got the demon cornered, a fiery explosion forces him back, and now he’s dodging 

an attack from behind. But the demon roars as Tulgrim hacks off one of his five tails. 

Two of the other tails knocks the legs out from under the dwarf and the other flattens 

him. And that’s when the fiend sees Kronus in the distance, trying to disrupt the 

ritual.  

The demon lord rushes towards the warlock. Zerefin stands in his way, but 

Rak’tzarmal hits him as fast as a meteor, blasting past him. The demon lord readies 

his claws to slice Kronus in half, but crashes headfirst into an invisible wall, and 

crumples to the ground. Rak’tzarmal stands up and taps a claw against the circle of 

protection that Elona had set up. The demon lord disappears in a burst of flames, and 

reappears on the inside of the circle, knocking the oracle aside and charging straight 

at Kronus. Razor sharp claws slash across the warlock’s arm as he rolls out of way. 

But the demon lord is too late. Bloods rains down upon the town as the ritual fizzles 

out. 

A bony tail wraps around Kronus’ neck, lifting him into the air. But the 

warlock grabs ahold of the tail and his hands erupt in eldritch flames, severing the tail 

as he burns the exoskeleton into ash. Rak’tzarmal slinks back, dodging sizzling bolts of 

flame from the warlock.  

 A blinding beam of light blasts through street, engulfing the demon lord. When 

it fades, Zerefin stands there with Baxicurel, and Rak’tzarmal’s armored body is 

cracked and smoking. The demon’s three remaining tails wrap together and sweep 

across the street, knocking aside the paladin and the warlock. Tulgrim leaps in, his 

great axe overhead, and cleaves through the demon’s arm, one clawed hand falling 

uselessly to the sand. Fire explodes in the dwarf’s face, and the demon is gone again. 

And when Rak’tzarmal reappears, the demon lord meets a storm of blades. The 

fiend is blazingly fast, but even if he still had his other hand and two other tails, he 

wouldn’t be able to keep up with the thousand slashes that rained down on him. 

Another severed tail flew off, then his other arm, and then his last two tails. The 

demon lord falls to the ground as his leg becomes a useless stump, and Myer stands 

above him, his two blades wet with demon blood.  

A baby’s cry breaks the air. Rak’tzarmal flashes Myer a wicked grin, and his 

exoskeleton splits down the middle. A red spirit spills out from the husk and crashes 

through a nearby window. The window where the cry came from. The blade dancer 
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kicks in the door in time to see the spirit swirling into the newborn, laying between 

the legs of its lifeless mother. Myer picks up the child and his cries stop. The baby 

looks up at Myer with its tiny brown eyes. For a just a moment, they flash a demonic 

green, before the infant starts crying again. 

Elona rushes into the room, sees the child and takes him from Myer, who 

gladly lets the oracle handle the child. Kronus staggers into the room, clutching his 

bloody arm. The warlock looks to Myer, then the child, then back to Myer, who simply 

shrugs back.  
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Part 9 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Images of broken light 

Which dance before me  

Like a million eyes 

They call me on and on 

Across the universe… 

 

The combined might of the Alliance is enough to drive the Legion out of Auranoch. 

Though the heroes get the feeling their not so much driving the Legion back, as the 

Legion is delaying their advance. And as their campaign takes them into Grayland, 

some of the freed slaves confirm their suspicions. 

There’s been a widespread rumor that at Argonnais, there’s a rift as big as two 

towers, the Abyssal Chasm. But from the stories of the rescued slaves, the Chasm 

continues to grow, even now, after it’s been open for years.  

Kronus presents a terrifying possibility, one supported by the information near 

the end of Magus’s tome. The rifts are tears in the barrier between our world and the 

Abyss. The small rifts are like tunnels in a mountain between the two sides. Small and 

allow people to pass from one side to the other. This Chasm is like boring through the 

very foundation of the mountain. It could bring down the entire mountain. If the 

Chasm continues to get grow, it might not be possible to close it. Ever. The world may 

just split apart, torn in half by the giant tear in our plane of existence. Or our world 

could be broken apart and absorbed into the Abyss, floating fragments in the infinite 

darkness. No one could predict what would happen. And they didn’t want to find out. 

And it becomes clear what they must do. Get to the Abyssal Chasm and close it. 

But how would they get there? And how would they close it. Aldren wonders if he 

could really close the Chasm on his own. But Kronus thinks he can help. 
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The barriers between worlds weren’t created by one god. They were formed by 

two. Aurasanna and Venos. White and black. Neither could defeat the other. 

Aurasanna wanted life and peace. Venos wanted war and chaos. But he could not 

overcome her. And she would not end him. So they created a place between their two 

realms—our world. A neutral land with creatures who could decide who they would 

follow, what path they would take. The two god’s war would play out here, a battle of 

philosophies counted in souls. Together, they built the Diamond Gate, with the locks 

between this world, the Abyss, and the Meadows, sealing them away from each other. 

Our world exists between the darkness and the light. With the right spells and the 

right names, the proper call, you can draw power from either side. With even more 

power, you could summon forth creatures from the outer realms. And when Devaul 

broke the seal to the Abyss in the Diamond Gate, the barrier weakened, leaving them 

in the situation they were in now. 

And therein lay the true problem. Even if Aldren and Kronus, their powers 

combined, could close the Abyssal Chasm, rifts would keep opening across the Realm 

because the lock was broken. They needed a new lock, to seal the away the Abyss and 

set the world right again. But could they recreate what two gods had put into place? 

On their own, no. But there was an ancient hammer, Myer recalled, that he 

saw the dark knight Corvanus using to break the chains binding Rathaskyrzar. Elona 

knew of the hammer as well, the Hammer of Garan Thar, an artifact from the Second 

Age that possessed the power of making and unmaking. Such a tool could forge a new 

lock between worlds. But the hammer was lost, fallen into the Abyss when Valandil 

threw Corvanus and himself into the void. 

Or is it? There’s one man who’d gone into the Abyss and returned—Zalas, the 

Abyss Walker. Myer, Selendriel, and Elona had met him a few times, but neither knew 

where the assassin was or if the dark elf was even still alive. But Zerefin did. The 

Abyss Walker was like an uncle to him. With his stone of sending, the paladin could 

contact his mother, Helandra, who in turn could get in touch with most of the other 

dark elves, including Zalas. But Zerefin didn’t know how willing Zalas would be to 

help. Seeing as they had no better ideas, the heroes asked the paladin to see what he 

could do. 

No one expects the response. Out of nowhere, the dark elves appear in the 

desert, several score of them, their champions amongst them. Zerefin’s mother, 

Helandra the Bow Mother. Arrandil, the Last Sentinel. Nerezziel, the Bladeweaver. 

Caelahir, the Flame of Nar Maser. Felranas, the Master of Blades. And the most 

infamous of them all, Zalas, the Abyss Walker. 

The presence of the dark elves unsettles the Alliance forces, and they wait 

nervously as their leaders met with them. Even the heroes of the Alliance are on edge. 

The air is heavy, an unseen weight ready to crush them, hanging by a taut thread of 
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tension that might snap at any moment. Assembled before them were the monsters of 

myth, a race twice forsaken by the gods, who appeared out of the depths of the earth, 

from darkness and shadow, to murder and pillage and count their hate in the blood of 

everything under the sun and the moon and the stars.  

And the heroes make their ridiculous request. They ask Zalas if he will walk 

the Abyss once more and retrieve the Hammer of Garan Thar. And to everyone’s 

surprise, the Abyss Walker readily agrees. But what the dark elf could not do is find 

the artifact in all of the infinite void. The assassin could search for centuries and 

might never find it.  

And there’s where I come in. Harken Hawk and I, to be precise. It’d been a long 

time since we’d been to Auranoch. We hadn’t see Myer and Selendriel since their 

wedding, six years prior. We were off hunting for treasure in the far West, and then 

the war had cut off travel to the East. But we’d gotten wind of this Alliance and the 

Riftmender, and thought we’d come check it out. Never expected they’d reach 

Auranoch and break the stalemate there.  

For those who don’t know Harken, he’s a Halfling treasure hunter who traveled 

with Myer, Devaul, Lethias, Valandil, and my half-brother Roland before this whole 

demon war started. But the important thing is what he’s got—the Trevusphere. This 

handy little artifact has a divination power on a level unseen since the First Age. It’s 

got only one trick, but it’s a good one. If there’s an object you want, the Trevusphere 

will lead you right to it, no matter where it is—or what world it’s in. 

With the rituals in Magus’s tome, Kronus opens a small rift, and with the 

Trevusphere in hand, Zalas enters the Abyss once again. The dark elf has no idea how 

long this might take, assuming he ever returns. But if the assassin fails here, everyone 

will be joining him in the Abyss soon enough. All the rest of them can do is hope the 

Abyss Walker returns and push forward, towards Argonnais. 
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Interlude 
 

 

 

In the endless darkness, everything falls. 

 

Forever. 

 

The black winds, long ribbons of winding shadow, drift past. Coming from nowhere. 

 

Going nowhere. 

 

Silence. Broken by a distant cry. A desperate scream. It grows louder, falls past, and 

fades into the murk. 

 

Silence. 

 

There is no up. There are no stars to light your path. Nor ground to tread upon. 

In the void, all ways are down. 

And everything falls. 

 

In this realm, the infinite Abyss, where all things falls—he walks. 

 

Last he came searching for someone. 

But he didn’t find her. 

This time he searches for something. 
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The Hammer. 

 

And he will find it. 
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Part 10 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Close your eyes  

And I’ll close mine 

Now the sun turns out his light 

Close your eyes  

And I’ll close mine 

Now the moon begins to shine 

Dream sweet dreams  

For me… 

 

First they counted the hours. Then the days. And then the weeks. After two weeks, 

Kronus had given up hope. But the dark elves continued to guard the rift. The army 

pushed south east, but it hardly mattered now. Another week went by. And still the 

dark elves waited. No one could have survived the Abyss that long. 

But on the fourth week, Zalas emerged from the rift. Kronus closed the tear 

behind him, and Aldren saw to his wounds. The assassin dropped three items. The 

demon sword Varjsin, wielded by Korvanus. Merenwen’s Blade, sword of Valandil. 

And the Hammer of Garan Thar. 

As Aldren picked up the weighty hammer. Both sides of its heavy head were 

engraved with the tree of life, the symbol of Aurasanna.  

I looked at it, somewhat confused. The same look of puzzlement spread across 

Elona’s face as well. I asked Zalas if this was the right hammer, and the dark elf 

nodded. Though some aspects of the hammer were dwarven in design, others were 

clearly of elven make. Then it hit me. This wasn’t a dwarven artifact from the Second 
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Age. It was from the First Age. This was the hammer of creation, given by Aurasanna 

to her eldest children to create great works in her name.  

The World Hammer. 

The dwarves must have taken it at some point, and hid it deep within their 

halls for an entire era, to keep it out of elven hands. Then they created a new myth, 

pretending the World Hammer had been lost. 

But here it was. The key to locking away the Abyss. 

 

The path to Argonnais was hard fought, taking its toll, paid in the blood of men and 

demons. Not since the Dread War had an army even approaching this size ever been 

assembled. But the largest allied force the Realms had ever seen looked diminutive on 

the ruined field, a blackened expanse before the shadow of the Abyssal Chasm.  

Grey clouds rolled through the sky, a furious spiral around the Abyssal portal. 

It stood three towers tall, a massive black cut in the sky, bleeding shadows, black 

lightning crackling. The entire earth rumbled beneath their feet, the ground cracked 

and broken. Deep, jagged ravines ran across the field while sharp rocks jutted out of it 

at odd angles. Dark shapes swarmed through the sky, cawing and screeching, roaring 

and screaming. The tattered standards of the Legion poked out of the crawling mass of 

bodies around the hill where the castle of Argonnais once stood. 

The armies of Kendreoth stood at the forefront. Their Shieldmasters formed a 

wall of steel and spears. Their archers lined up behind them, longbows at the ready. 

The Knights of Golodar, lead by the Black Knight Gerard, the heaviest of cavalry, 

waited on the flanks, ready to lead the charge. The dwarfs of Kor Duraz, under the 

command of General Marwall, waited patiently behind the front line ready to reinforce 

where needed. Far behind the front line, their artillery was rolled into place. The 

Crimson Arrows mixed themselves in among the archery lines. The rest of the Sun 

elves, lead by the Sun Lord Selendriel, formed up behind the heavy cavalry. The elven 

Pegasus knights, lead by Sun Princess Doloriel, and the dwarven gryphon riders 

would cover protect the rear. The Red Riders and Aurani infantry held the wings. The 

small unit of Moon elves, the bladesingers and swordmasters of Ellestriel’s retinue, 

took a central position. The dark elves waited beside them, a dark shadow in the midst 

of the Alliance forces. No one knows why they’ve come along, but the Forsaken had 

proven as deadly as their reputation, and the Alliance could surely use their help. 

And the heroes assembled a team that would strike out for the Chasm. Zerefin 

Sindefear, paladin of the Watcher, bearing the holy sword Baxicurel. Kronus the 

Black, master of dark arts. Aramis Calafalas, master swordsman. Tulgrim 

Earthshaker, slayer of demons. Eothan the Undying, Champion of Kendreoth. Myer 

Crowbourne, Lord Protector of Auranoch, the Desert Tempest. Lethias Leith’koras, 
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slayer of Stormtooth, Grandmaster of the Crimson Arrows. Harken Hawk, the 

Firehawk, hunter of treasure. The Oracle Elona Silversight, Seer of the Sun. Moon 

Princess Ellestriel, Daughter of the Moon. Zalas Dryz’narek, the Abyss Walker. And 

finally, Aldren Shieldheart, the Riftmender, chosen of Aurasanna.  

This was the final battle. It was all or nothing. They had to win.  

No matter the cost. 
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Final Battle – Part 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The middle of the day, yet the sun was nowhere to be seen, blotted out by the thick 

clouds. Dark as dusk. The rumbling of the earth was broken by the sharp, intermittent 

cracks of thunder. The cries of the Legion reached across the field, a dissonant mixture 

of high-pitched shrieks, crazed wails, and malicious hisses. Blood-thirsty roars echoed 

from the largest of the Abyssal beasts, who towered over the ranks of the lesser 

demons. Others growled low as wolves about to feast.  

Well, at least the sun wouldn’t be in his eyes. But Zerefin couldn’t say the same 

for the rest of the Alliance soldiers, as his looked over their pale faces. Even after this 

entire campaign, this battle… well, nothing could prepare any soldier for this. One 

soldier’s hand shook so bad he steadied it with the other. Another started retching 

somewhere in the formation. And who could blame him? 

“So is this what the Abyss looks like?” Zerefin asked. 

Zalas’s ice blue eyes were locked on the blackened field. 

“I guess this isn’t the day you suddenly open up to me.” 

“Not today, kid,” Zalas said, without turning away from the enemy. “Not 

today.” 

And that was that. Good talk. 

“I’d say it looks like the end of the world,” Ellestriel said, flipping back her long 

silver hair. 

Lethias nodded. 

“Looks like fun to me!” Tulgrim shouted, tapping his foot. 

“So how should we start?” Zerefin asked, to no one in particular. 

But Lethias had already knocked an arrow. Zerefin’s skin prickled as the wind 

picked up, like a gathering storm. And its nexus—the arrow. 
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“Even the Heaven’s Bleed,” Lethias whispered. The air whirled around the 

elven archer. The arrow cast a blinding red light. The bow arched back, the ancient 

wood creaking as if it might snap under the pressure. He aimed straight ahead, the 

ruined field crawling with demons. The bowstring cut into his fingers. His arm 

trembled with the effort. It would break before the bow did, if he pulled back any 

longer. But it was ready. He let the arrow fly. 

Zerefin shielded his face from the burst of wind. The arrow blasted forward, a 

blazing star shooting across the field of demons, gouging the earth, and obliterating 

anything caught in its ruby light. It arced upwards and raced straight into the dark 

sky, disappearing into the grey clouds. The clouds lit up like the flash of lightning. 

Then thousands of crimsons arrows came cascading down from the sky, showering 

down upon the hapless fiends below. Demons collapsed as the arrows pierced their 

bodies, sliced their limbs, and punctured their skulls. 

That was as good a start as any. Clouds of dirt exploded into the air with 

flailing bodies where the dwarven artillery landed. Zerefin started running across the 

uneven ground, stepping lightly with elven grace, even with his heavy armor. Hard 

enough to run on, but the earth wouldn’t stand still. The soldiers who followed his 

charge stumbled, others lost their footing completely and tripped sliding into the dirt, 

as the ground rumbled beneath their feet.  

The Legion answered with their own magic. Churning spheres of purple 

miasma sailed past overhead and exploded behind him, throwing up dust and the 

flailing bodies. The long charge across the field seemed not to matter at all once the 

two armies collided. A roaring hezrou raised its meaty fist, coming straight at Zerefin. 

And the demon’s head split in half, sliced in half by the paladin’s glowing sword, 

Baxicurel. And the melee had begun. 

As the paladin glanced upwards something strange was taking place. Flying 

back towards the Chasm were glowing orbs of light, leaving trails like white smoke as 

they were sucked towards the breach. 

Souls. 

“Do you see that?” Zerefin asked. A barbazu’s glaive scraped off the paladin’s 

shield, and Baxicurel shone brightly as it chopped into the devil’s shoulder. 

“See what?” Harken called back. The halfing slipped over a stab and under a 

slash and sent his sword Kirith spinning through the face of the two skeletal osyluths. 

“I do,” Aldren said. One mighty swing of the World Hammer and a thunderous 

boom sent five demons tumbling through the air. “Someone’s getting fed.” 

Kronus shouted something from behind. Over his shoulder, Zerefin saw the 

warlock raise his open hands to the sky. Then Kronus slapped them to the ground. 
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Several red glows appeared in the clouds, forming a loose line ahead of them. Each 

grew larger and larger. Until something broke out of the clouds. Hurtling through the 

sky came giant rocks as big as wagons, engulfed in emerald flames. They smashed, one 

by one, into the earth before them, flattening the demons caught under them, a rush of 

green fire washing over the fiends nearby. 

A path leading towards the city’s walls was thinned out. Zerefin shivered as a 

chill passed through him. To his left and right, crystal shards of ice crackled out of the 

ground, each shard blooming into several others. Two walls rose up, forming a corridor 

of ice. 

Flakes of snow drifted from Ellestriel’s hands.  

“Onward!” 

 

The vrock careened into the ice wall, unable to control its path, one wing frosted over, 

completely numb. Another beam of blue light flashed from Ellestriel’s hand. It struck a 

spinagon in the chest, stopping it dead cold. It landed with a dull thud and toppled 

over. 

“Look out!” Lethias shouted. 

A glabrezu’s pincer nearly tore her face off as she tripped backwards. The 

savage swipe grazed her nose, passing right before her golden eyes. Spittle flew into 

her face as the glabrezu snarled, raising its other clawed hand, before being perforated 

with arrows. The air wheezed out of the fiend as it crumpled. 

A barbazu made to stab her. Then its skull cracked wide open, breaking against 

Eothan’s shield, Ebonward. The Knight Commander sheathed his sword and offered 

the Moon Princess his gauntleted hand. Ellestriel took his hand and was lifted to her 

feet. 

“Thank you,” Ellestriel said, brushing off her robe. 

Eothan gave a quick nod. “Of course.” The Champion of Kendreoth drew his 

sword again and charged back into the fray. 

Lethias walked past her, his bow humming with every shot, never missing a 

stride. A steady stream of arrows plucked demon after demon out of the sky, sending 

them screeching down to the earth. Myer rushed past the elven archer, leaned forward 

into his sprint, his twin swords Levana and Allefye trailing at his sides. Those swords 

whirled through flesh and bone, slicing off a barlgura’s arm at the elbow, separating a 

hamatula’s leg at the hip and it toppled over. Aramis came right behind the 

bladedancer, his own two blades both cutting into the side of a hezrou. They scored 

two deep, parallel wounds across the demon’s chest, a mist of blood spraying into the 
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air, and the hezrou dropped backwards into the dirt. The elven swordsman stepped 

forward, and Myer and Aramis stood back to back. Four swords that lashed out at the 

approaching demons, striking as hard and fast as lightning. 

Ellestriel touched her face. Her fingertips were coated in crimson red. 

“Here,” Zerefin said, “let me.” A soft light emanated from his armored hand, 

and he reached up and laid two fingers on her nose. She looked at the dark elf paladin, 

his face hidden by his helmet as always. But she could see his eyes, a sky blue with 

specks of white. A brief warmth spread across her face. “All done. But you’ll need to 

clean the blo— ” 

The earth tore wide open. The ground beneath them shifted sideways, splitting 

apart. The rocks cracked into pieces and the earth crumbled away, forming a wide 

ravine across their path, the opposite precipice rumbling away. A dark mist rose up 

from the crevasse, drifting into the air as slow as smoke. 

A dark blur hurtled past her, nearly knocked her over. The shadow shot across 

the yawning gap, black cloak whipping behind it. It hit the ground rolling on the other 

side and slid to a stop. The dark shape stood up and turned back towards them, a 

black face and long white hair under the hood. Zalas. 

Wings of fire blazed past overhead. The Firehawk, Harken strained to hold on 

to Lethias, gripping the elf under the armpits. The Halfling flew them across the gap, 

dropping the elf on the other side, Lethias landing in a crouch before knocking an 

arrow. 

Ellestriel laid her hand on Zerefin’s arm and eyed a spot on the other side. She 

uttered a few words, and the two of them were whisked away, reappearing near 

Harken and Zalas. 

Beside her, a clouded portal burst into existence, and Kronus stepped out of the 

murk, Aldren behind him. Then Aramis and Myer. And Elona Silversight. 

Then the portal disappeared. 

“Oh fuck!” Kronus shouted. 

On the far side, an Abyssal behemoth ripped a massive chunk of earth from the 

cliffside as it clawed its way out of the crevasse. The spot where the other end of the 

portal had been. Tulgrim and Eothan stumbled away from the colossal demon, its long 

toothed maw, large enough to devour a wagon, snapping at them.  

“Just keep on moving!” Tulgrim yelled across the gap. He slapped his greataxe 

into his hand. “The two of us are more than enough for this thing!” 
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The behemoth’s massive arm slammed into Ebonward, lifting Eothan off his 

feet, sent the Undying rolling across the dirt. Ellestriel gasped, but Eothan lifted his 

arm and dug his sword into the ground. The Knight Commander gave his head a quick 

shake, spit a wad of blood, and climbed back to his feet. 

“They’re good,” Zalas said, already striding towards the wall. “Let’s go.” 

 

Selendriel could only watch as the battle unfolded before her. She balled her fists, 

wishing she was on the front lines. Two huge ice walls ran up the field and formed a 

path towards the city’s wall. Past its end, an enormous fissure had opened up, some 

colossal demon rising up from it. 

 Somewhere out there, her husband was fighting. She wished he wasn’t, but 

Myer was one of the strongest warriors alive. They needed him out there. He wouldn’t 

have stayed back anyway. And somewhere above her, among the banking, diving, and 

twisting of griffons, pegasi, and demons, her daughter was fighting. Six years ago, that 

was Selendriel, soaring through the sky on the back of a pegasus, fighting the dragon 

Stormtooth above the Diamond Gate. If they hadn’t failed that day—if they hadn’t 

been betrayed—this war would have never happened. 

 General Marwall paced around the table. The old dwarf examined the map 

from every angle, glancing between it and the raging chaos, moving their unit markers 

to reflect the present state of the battlefield. 

 “I could use your help over here, Sun Lord,” General Marwall snapped, tugging 

at his beard. 

 “My family is out there,” Selendriel said as she ran her hand through her hair. 

 “And you think my clan isn’t?” 
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Final Battle – Part 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Bolts of fire sizzled past and arrows whistled by, thinning the mass of demons before 

him. The wall was just a little further. What’s left of it anyway. Looked like the Legion 

made a minimal effort to plug the gaps, a short black barrier, with things poking out 

of it at odd angles, filled the holes between the crumbling greystone. That’d be about 

halfway, maybe? Harken eyed the colossal, black wound in the sky. Either they’d 

gotten a lot closer, or it’s gotten a lot bigger. Just staring at it gave him a hollow 

feeling in his gut. Empty. 

 Hopeless. 

 Snap out of it. 

 Harken shook it off. Whatever it was. “You’re right,” the Halfling muttered. 

There’s fighting needs be done. And he’s the man for it. 

Ahead of him, Aldren faced off against a boar-headed nalfeshnee, a demon that 

stood twice as tall as the Riftmender. The towering fiend shrugged off a blow from the 

Aldren’s hammer and clawed back at the cleric, catching air instead. The two circled 

each other, and he saw his chance. Harken gripped Kirith tight, drawing out the 

sword’s power.  

“You ready, partner?” Harken asked. 

Always. Kirith’s black blade ignited, wreathed in flames, and wings of fire 

unfolded from Harken’s back as the halfing leapt into the air. 

 “Here I come, bitch!” Harken shouted as he swooped down. 

 The nalfeshnee’s eyes shot wide open. The bloated demon threw up its arm to 

shield its face, just before Kirith cleaved through both. The stench of burning flesh 

filled Harken’s nostrils, but what are you going to? The body crumpled behind him. 

 Aldren whispered a prayer and a gentle mist swirled around his forearm. He 

touched his opposite shoulder and the mist trailed into it. Then he stretched it out. 

Satisfied, the cleric continued onward. 
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 A new smell hit Harken as hard as punch in the gut. Bile jumped up his throat. 

It took all his will not to retch right there, and he held it in. Halfings were made of 

stronger stuff than that. But the smell. Putrid. A thick, rank odor that hung in the air 

and pressed against him. What could that be?  

Glad I can’t smell anything. 

“Must…,” Harken choked out, almost gagging. The stench was all he could 

think about. “Be nice.” He lowered his head, covered his mouth. But kept on walking. 

By the gods. 

“What?” Harken asked, glancing up.  

He froze. 

Rotting limbs, feet, arms, legs, hands, wasted flesh hanging in tatters, along 

with broken femurs, cracked skulls, and shattered ribs stuck out from the black 

mortar. A wriggling hand. A twitching leg. A quivering arm. Long moans drifted from 

the twisted mass of bone and bodies. 

Next to him, Lethias’s fists trembled with rage. This was messed up, but 

Harken was too busy holding it in to be angry. 

 “We had so many bodies and nowhere to put them,” called a voice from above. 

“And our wall was in shambles.” 

A figure stood atop the abominable fortification. His eyes shined, a pus yellow 

with thin, black slits, as he stared down at them, a long tongue dangling from between 

a wicked row of grinning teeth, dripping with spit. A trail of chains jingled behind the 

lanky demon lord, a length of it in his hands.  

“Then it hit me. It was such an obvious solution.” The Lord of Chains jumped 

down. “Why, I should have thought of this sooner.” He started a chain spinning at his 

side, a spiked weight at the end of it. “Resourceful, wouldn’t you say?” 

 “Fucking sick is more like it,” Harken barked back. 

 

Lethias ground his teeth. The kingswood of his bow, Howling Death, creaked, he was 

gripping it so hard. His eyebrows twitched. His lips trembled. 

 “All these people…” the archer muttered through clenched teeth. 

 Harken made to step forward, but Lethias gripped his shoulder. The Halfling 

looked back at him. 

 “I got this,” Lethias said, his breath heaving. “You guys go on ahead.” 
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 “I don’t think so,” the Lord of Chains said. With a flick of his wrist, spiked 

weights, iron balls, cross blades went flying and whipping out, enough for each of 

them. Myer ducked under a spinning blade. Ellestriel turned aside as iron sphere shot 

past her. But most stopped upon a wall of swords, shining blades hanging in the 

gloomy air, tangling up the demon’s chains. 

“I’ll stay with him,” Elona said, face wrinkled in concentration, sweat dripping 

down her smooth skin. 

Lethias nodded at the Oracle. 

The rest of the heroes looked at each other. All of them with the same 

reservations. The same doubts. 

Except one.  

Zalas bounded up the wall of corpses. “We have to keep moving,” the dark elf 

said from the top. 

“Yeah, screw it,” Harken said. “The Chasm’s not getting any smaller.” A crack 

of thunder in the distance seemed to emphasize his point. 

“I’ll cover you,” Lethias said, loosing a flurry of arrows. The Lord of Chains 

danced to the side, his heavy chains kicking up, the arrows clanking off them. “Go!” 

Ellestriel sharply exhaled. The Moon Princess spoke an incantation and 

motioned towards the corpse wall. A small passage opened up, leading through to the 

other. 

“May the Watcher guard you both,” Zerefin said before he ducked into the 

passage, the others following him. As the last one entered, the passage disappeared, 

replaced with the tangled limbs and cracked bones. 

“Will they be okay?” Lethias asked, rolling under a mass of spikes that hurtled 

past, ripping through his cloak.  

“My sight has been clouded for a long time now,” Elona said, raising her shield. 

A rusted blade scraped savagely against the elven mithril, throwing up sparks.  

“Will we?” Lethias asked. 

Elona looked at the elven archer. 

And Lethias gave her a quick smirk. 
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The claw dug into the ground, as Tulgrim stepped to the side. His greataxe, engraved 

with burning dwarven runes, came round, chopped into the behemoth’s arm, green 

ichor spilling forth. The behemoth squealed and the earth shook as it flailed. 

 The demon was monstrously huge, but slow and unwieldy. Its giant foot could 

flatten the dwarf in a single stomp. It took a step, and Tulgrim’s axe bit deep into its 

ankle. The beast swiped with its mighty claws, and the slayer scored a deep gash 

across its belly. For each mistake, the behemoth paid in blood. But for all its dripping 

wounds, the giant beast didn’t slow. 

 Eothan circled to the behemoth’s other side, slashed at its other leg, his sword 

carving into the demon’s hide. A pair of barbazus came up behind the Knight 

Commander, but he dove under the behemoth’s tailswipe and it whipped away the 

barbazus instead. The demons skipped along ground as a small stone across water. 

The other demons kept their distance, none of them eager to get caught in the 

behemoth’s rampage. 

 “This ain’t working!” Tulgrim shouted as he rolled out of the way of another 

stomp, cracks in the earth radiating outward. 

 “Did you expect it to?” Eothan asked. He stabbed up into the monster’s belly 

and tore out a chunk of flesh, spilling a trail of green ichor. “I thought we were just 

buying time.” 

 As Tulgrim looked back across the field, the battle line was far behind them.  

 “I guess we’ll just have to buy a bit more,” the dwarf said. The slayer howled as 

he raised high his axe and jumped forward. 

 

On the other side of the wall, the city was utterly destroyed. The buildings were a 

hollow shell, cracked wide open, walls collapsed this way and that, their blackened 

wooden skeletons poking out of the dust and debris.  

 And strewn over it all, the bones. Rib cages, cracked arm bones, long femurs, 

tiny finger and toes bones, lengths of spine, and yawning skulls blanketed the avenue, 

decorated every pile of rubble and wreckage. Partial skeletons hung from racks, strung 

up by their feet with iron chains, picked clean of any flesh, the rest rotted away long 

ago.  

An entire city’s people. No, probably more. Aramis imagined what the siege 

must have been like. All the surrounding townspeople and villagers, fleeing here for 

refuge. Then Argonnais itself, besieged by the Legion. Surrounded, with nowhere to 

go. And no help coming. The panic as the Legion broke through the walls, flooding the 

streets, and taking their prisoners. The ones who died in the initial fighting were 
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probably the luckiest. Now, he could see how the elders might prefer voluntary 

annihilation.  

In the distance, his keen elven eyes could see what was left of the fabled palace. 

Somehow, its front archway survived the destruction, but not the gate, surely torn off 

its hinges, or the walls to either side, a jagged line of crumbling masonry. 

And beyond that, the Abyssal Chasm. It didn’t look real. Aramis had seen 

plenty of rifts during their travels, but this. This was unreal. The dark clouds whirled 

round it in slow circles. Bolts of lightning flickered from its indistinct boundaries, each 

accompanied by a resounding crack that made his heart jump, even at this distance. 

From here, it looked like the pupil of some titanic beast, staring at him as predator 

eyes it next meal, ready to devour him. 

What were they doing here? 

This was hopeless. 

“Hey, snap out of it!” Myer screamed in his ear. The bladedancer’s crossed 

swords caught the shaft of a gelugon’s spear, the barbed blade only inches from 

Aramis’s face. Myer turned the spear aside and kicked back the insect-like devil. 

Aramis realized his arms were hanging down at his sides, the tips of his swords 

resting on the ground. The elven swordsman snapped them up and lunged forward, 

driving them both through the gelugon’s carapace with a satisfying crunch, then 

kicked the corpse off his blades. 

“Gather around me,” Ellestriel said, tracing a circle in the air with her 

fingertip. “I can teleport us to that archway.” 

Aramis backed towards the Moon Princess as they formed a loose circle. Myer 

to his right. Aldren to his left. 

“Are you alright?” Aldren asked. With a wave of the Riftmender’s hand, a 

sacred flame fell upon the spiky hamatula before him. It writhed on the ground, 

engulfed in blue fire. “You zoned out there.” 

“I… I don’t know what happened,” Aramis said. He wiped his forehead with his 

sleeve. “I was just looking at the Chasm.” 

“If you stare into the Abyss,” Aldren said. “It stares back.” 

His gut wrenched. His head spun. His vision was blurry. But quickly came into 

focus. The archway he’d seen from across the city stood right in front of him. Aramis 

looked back to where they had been a moment ago. Looking forward, a figure stood 

under the archway. 
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Green eyes burned from under a tattered hood. Blackened armor hung over 

bare bones, emblazoned with the world tree, symbol of Aurasanna, now scarred and 

stained. Desecrated. A wicked sword hung loose in his armored hand, a hungry 

crimson mist trailing off its blade. The betrayer. The fallen paladin. The death knight. 

Lord Devaul. 
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Final Battle – Part 3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The wind ripped at Doloriel. Her pegasus struggled against the powerful gusts, 

pumping its snow-white wings as they soared through the unnatural storm. All 

around her, it was wings and claws, lances and fire, arrows and lightning. Pegasi 

chased demons. Demons chased pegasi. Dwarven rune priests launched waves of 

thunder from the backs of griffons. Hapless riders flailed screaming past, barreling 

towards the earth.  

Doloriel reined in her pegasus to slip past a vrock, then turned up and up, 

rolling over into a dive, bracing her sky lance, carved of elderoak and imbued with 

powerful magicks, tight against herself. The lances that the pegasus knights wielded 

were much longer than standard cavalry lances, but not unwieldy in the least, being 

expertly balanced as elven crafts are. And her enchanted sky lance even more so, the 

glinting point finding a spinagon’s back. The lance tore through the demon, spitting it 

through its side, the shredded remains flitting through the sky. 

 Her pegasus rolled right, skirting past a pack of imps. Two of the tiny demons 

shrieked, sliced wide open by the tip of Doloriel’s lance. As she leveled off, she saw a 

long, black scar in the earth. A ravine where there had been none minutes earlier, a 

short distance out from the city’s wall. 

 Next to the crevasse, a colossal beast thrashed about, its massive arms 

swinging and pounding, its tail sweeping one way, snapping the other. Doloriel 

wondered what it was doing, but saw one figure darting around beneath it. A second 

figure clung to the behemoth’s side. 

 Who were those two? Doloriel spurred her pegasus into a shallow dive, and a 

handful of pegasus knights followed suit, forming a flying spear formation with her on 

point, and they charged towards the behemoth. 

 

It was his quest that brought them together. The Stone of Solidarity. Together, they 

chased it all across the Realm and back, breaking the horde, traversing undead ruins, 
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battling demons, slaying dragons, saving cities, fighting side by side. And when they 

finally had the Stone, he broke the seal with it and unleashed hell on the world. 

“Myer, Harken, it’s been a long time,” Devaul said in a disembodied voice, deep 

as the Abyss itself. “Still alive.” 

“No thanks to you, bitch,” Harken said, and the halfling spat on the ground. 

Myer stepped forward. “You—” 

The archway cracked in half, one side toppled towards them, as fierce tremors 

wracked the earth. Myer kept his balance, but Aldren stumbled, and Ellestriel fell, 

scraping her hands as she caught herself. Harken hovered on blazing wings. In the 

distance, the Abyssal Chasm seemed to grow larger still, the lightning more frantic, 

the earth shaking in fear of its final moments. 

“You are too late,” Devaul said as he strode forward, the tip of his sword 

scraping through the dirt. “This world is finished.” 

“Then why bar our path?” Myer asked, his two swords leveled at his old friend. 

“It’s not over yet.” 

Zerefin stepped forward. “It’s not too late, but I don’t think we have much 

longer,” the paladin said. “I’ll fight him.” He leveled Baxicurel at Devaul. “The rest of 

you go on ahead.” 

“You gave him my old sword?” Devaul asked. He laughed, a hollow echo from 

dead bones. “That thing was useless.” 

“It was the man, not the sword,” Myer replied as he lowered his blades. He 

gestured towards Zerefin. “You’ll find that it’s now in capable hands.” 

Zalas tapped his chin, eyeing the sword in Devaul’s hand. “I know that sword,” 

the dark elf said. “Taldrepa, the Soul Crusher. Be careful.” 

Zerefin nodded. 

“I guess you’ll have to settle this score for me,” Myer said. As dangerous as 

Devaul was, and much as he’d like to pay the fallen paladin back personally, there was 

an even bigger problem. “I’ve got another up ahead.” 

“It’d be an honor,” the paladin said. 

“I’ll leave it to you then,” Myer said, and he and the others started over the 

fallen archway. 

“Leave him to die you mean,” Devaul said, leveling the demon sword, Taldrepa, 

at them. 
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“Becomes a death knight, and now he thinks he’s hot shit,” Harken said. “Kick 

his ass, Zerefin!” 

“You think I’d just let you pass?” Devaul asked. The death knight lifted his 

hand and a ball of dark, swirling miasma gathered in his open palm. He thrust it 

forth, and the black sphere screamed through the air.  

A wave of dark fire erupted, split in half by Baxicurel’s glowing blade, the 

flames washing past on Zerefin’s left and right, leaving the rest of them untouched. 

“You don’t have a choice,” Zerefin said. 

 

The chains came lashing out, spiked weights thudding against the ground, glinting 

blades cleaving through the air. Lethias bent backwards under one, jumped sideways 

through the air, twisting between two others, fired off a trio of arrow. Other chains 

rattled past him entirely. 

Elona sidestepped one, and it thudded into the ground beside her, but her arm 

went numb as heavy ball pounded into her shield. She stumbled backwards, and 

nearly tripped, but kept her footing. She grit her teeth, and tried to approach, 

longsword in hand. 

But as she stepped near him, the chains, laying in the dirt around him, would 

rise up, and reach and grasp and flail at her. Forcing her back. This wasn’t working. 

“You were fools to choose me as your opponents, elves,” the Lord of Chains said, 

leering at them with a row of pointed teeth, sharp as spikes. 

“Oh?” Lethias said. “I think this was a perfect match.” He knocked a few more 

arrows and let them fly. The shafts shattered in midair, splintering against the 

demonic metal.  

If she couldn’t get in close, that left one other option. She sheathed her sword 

and whispered a prayer to Souladil, lifting her hand and gesturing downward.  

 The dark sky opened for a moment with tiny windows of light as bright 

columns of sun fire blazed down, fell upon the Abyssal lord. But the chains spiraled 

and gathered, rapidly coiling together into a mass of bundled metal. The fire blasted 

the makeshift shield, waves of fire rolling off of it. 

 “Now, Lethias!” she shouted. 

 A flight of arrows whistled past, into the small safe spot where the Lord of 

Chains stood. Three stuck into his arm, one below the elbow, two above, and the arm 

hung limp at his side. The flames subsided and the chains clattered onto the ground 
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around him. His green eyes lit up and a sharp grin spread across his wasted face, his 

long tongue lolling out. 

 “What do I need arms for,” the Lord of Chains said, “when I’ve got chains!” 

They shot out. Fast. Fast as meteors. Streaking towards them. 

 Elona hopped back, but something had her leg, and she nearly fell instead. One 

of the chains was shackled around her right ankle. Another wrapped round her shield 

arm, pulling tight, stretching her out. 

 She gasped. But the air wouldn’t come. Stopped somewhere in her throat. And 

when did it get so very cold? She reached up with her free hand, and it bumped into 

something. A blade lodged in her chest. That’s not supposed to be there. 

 Lethias was shouting something, somewhere in the distance, but she couldn’t 

tell what. 

 

It cut the sky in half, towering over Aldren. With long, tendrils that drifted out to the 

sides of it, the Chasm looked like the baleful eye of a colossal titan. An eye that stared 

right at him, following his every step. An eye that would swallow him, as it swallowed 

all the light of the world. In that eye, there was nothing but blackness. Endless 

darkness with no end. The infinite void. 

 The Abyss. 

 His legs were weak, and the earth trembled beneath them. Looking up at the 

Abyssal Chasm, made him feel tiny. Insignificant. His heart felt heavy as iron, sinking 

in an ocean of darkness. No force on earth could close this rift. Aldren looked down at 

his hammer, the World Hammer. At the end of its short handle, on the blocky head, 

the symbol of Aurasanna, the tree of life, was glowing, a pure, gentle white. 

 But he came in the name of Aurasanna, bringing all the force of heaven with 

him. 

 At this distance, the lightning was defeaning, roaring thunder rolling down the 

blasted hilltop where the Chasm stood. Glowing souls whisked through the air, sucked 

towards a single point, where a lone figure stood at the base of the hill. 

 Long, lavender hair fluttered in the wind while malicious, green eyes sparkled 

in the darkness. Yellow eyes gleamed from nine snakes that slithered around her pale, 

slender body, baring their fangs. With smooth, graceful steps, she strode towards 

them. She was a temptress and a destroyer. An overlord amongst the demons of the 

Abyss. A name written of in the texts of old, both cursed and feared.  

Tessemora. 
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“So many familiar faces,” the demon overlord said, her voice smooth and cold 

and sharp as an icicle. 

Myer and Harken had faced this demoness before, at the Diamond Gate, the 

mythical gate between worlds, but who else? 

“I’ll have your head this time,” Myer said, leveling Levana at her. 

“Yeah, you’re going down this time, bitch!” Harken shouted, as flames shot up 

the length of his black sword and a pair of fiery wings unfolded from his back. 

“Brave words from those who fled so quickly last time,” Tessemora said, not 

missing a single stride as she continued towards them, unperturbed as the earth 

rocked and shifted. “But in a few moments, there will be nowhere to run to. This entire 

world will shatter into pieces, floating forever in the infinite void of the Abyss.” The 

ground split and cracked apart as if to prove her point. “Perhaps I’ll only break and 

maim you, and let you watch as your world falls apart.” 

Aramis raised his swords, Zalas stood waiting, and Ellestriel’s lips moved as 

she started a spell. 

Aldren raised the World Hammer, but he felt a hand on his shoulder. 

“We can’t fight her,” Kronus said, his face a mask of stone. 

“What?” Aldren asked, never taking his eyes off the overlord. His gut told him 

that death walked right towards them. 

“We don’t have any more time!” Kronus shouted. 

“We can’t just leave them here,” Aldren said, his grip tightening on the World 

Hammer. 

“All of them can fight,” Kronus said as he stabbed a finger at the Chasm. “But 

only we can close that!”  

“And if you don’t,” Aramis said, “it won’t really matter if we kill her or not.” 

Has it really come to this? Abandoning his friends to save the world? 

“Don’t worry, we’ll cover you!” Aramis shouted. 

No. He wasn’t abandoning them. They were supporting him.  

Aldren nodded to Kronus. “Let’s finish this.” 

Kronus held onto Aldren’s arm and whispered an incantation. 

“No,” Tessemora said. 
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Two snakes, fast as lightning, darted at the warlock’s neck, to steal his words. 

But two bloody stumps fell short as two daggers flashed past, before the world went 

white. 
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Final Battle – Part 4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Eothan chopping at the behemoth’s ankle, biting into it, but it didn’t seem to bother 

the demon at all. The knight moved back, and looked up, examining the Abyssal beast. 

When one thing doesn’t work, it’s time to try something else. Even if something else is 

insane. 

 “I think we’ll have to get on top of it,” he shouted. 

 “Alright!” Tulgrim shouted back. “Sounds like fun.” 

 “I’ll—” 

 Something swept his feet out from under him, and the ground smacked his 

back and cracked against his head. Eothan leaned up and everything got darker. He 

sat in the shadow of the behemoth’s foot. 

 Something crashed into him, sent him flying, and everything seemed to slow to 

a crawl. Eothan saw Tulgrim where he had just been and the colossal foot come down. 

It crushed the dwarf’s body flat. Tulgrim’s head popped off as a cork flies from a bottle 

of wine, riding a sprout of dark blood. Eothan hit the ground hard, rolling over and 

over, the entire world a spinning blur, until he slid to a stop. He pushed himself up not 

sure what he had just witnessed.  

But as the behemoth lifted its foot, all that remained was a sloppy stain of 

blood with bits of flesh, bone, and leather throughout. Tulgrim was gone. 

Eothan’s breathed, fast and heavy. Why? Why was it never him? Blessed by the 

gods of light. Tough as a mountain. The man who cannot be broken. That’s what they 

said about him, the Undying. But it seemed to Eothan that it was just luck. Plain, 

dumb luck. For him. Bad luck for those around him. For him to live was to watch 

others die.  

As the survivor, he believed he had a responsibility—to avenge them. 

Eothan sheathed his sword and cast off his shield, Ebonward. He let out a 

mindless roar, drew his dagger, and jumped. The dagger dug into the behemoth’s leg, 
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and with his free hand, Eothan grabbed a hold of one of the beast’s scale. He pulled 

himself up, stabbed into the behemoth again, and clambered his way up its leg. The 

massive creature tried to shake him off, but Eothan kept climbing, gripping with all 

his might, his arm burning with the effort. He passed its knee, continued up its thigh, 

and reached for its shoulder.  

The behemoth stomped the earth, and Eothan’s hand slipped. The dagger came 

sliding out. And he was falling.  

The world rushed past again. Then a flash of white. And then he wasn’t. And 

the behemoth, which was huge up close, fell away below him, arrows and javelins 

bouncing off its scarred scales. With both hands around his wrist, Doloriel dragged 

him through the sky and helped him onto the back of her pegasus. 

“What do you think you were doing?” Doloriel asked as she hefted a javelin, 

eyed her mark, and let it fly. The length of bronzebark clattered off the demon’s back. 

Eothan was silent a moment. He’d never flown before, the earth falling away 

below him gave him a funny knot in his stomach and the wind rushing into his eyes 

made them water. Now he knew why the pegasus knights wore those winged masks. 

“Eothan?” Doloriel asked again, banking around for another pass. 

“Tulgrim…,” Eothan said, though he might as well as whispered in this wind. 

“He didn’t…” And then he noticed he was missing something. “Do you have dagger?” 

The Sun Princess reached for her dagger, but Eothan pulled a javelin out of her 

saddle bag. 

“Nevermind,” the Undying said, inspecting the javelin. “This’ll do. Can you 

bring me a little closer.” 

“What are you—“ 

But he was already diving through the air. It wasn’t a Kendrish spear, not 

nearly as long, but it’d do. 

The elvish javelin plunged deep into the behemoth’s eye, translucent juice 

spraying over him. The demon’s head reared up, and it let out a deafening roar. 

Eothan flung around as it shook in pain, but held on tight to the bronzebark shaft as it 

creaked under his shifting weight. The behemoth snapped its maw at him, his leg 

knocking off its teeth, his foot pushing off its lip. But it couldn’t catch him. 

The behemoth steadied itself for a moment, probably realizing it couldn’t bite 

him. Eothan wouldn’t waste this opportunity. He clambered onto its snout and drew 

his sword, raised it to drive it through the behemoth’s skull. Then the world went 

sideways and he was falling. 
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He hand found a scale to grip onto, and he was hanging next to the back of its 

segmented neck. This might work. Eothan shoved his sword into the gap under the 

armored segment, driving it deep into the flesh, and grabbed onto the hilt of his sword 

with both hands. As the demon flailed, he fell to the side, his weight dragging the 

sword along with him, cutting through the back and around the side of its neck, before 

sliding out. 

Eothan landed flat on his back, all the air knocked out of him. A river of foul-

smelling ichor poured out of the behemoth’s neck, spilling around him. The demon’s 

movements slowed, its entire body swaying before pitching forward, its head falling 

right towards him. 

Somehow, he found the strength to roll to the side as the behemoth crashed 

into the dirt next to him, gray dust billowing into the air. His title was well-earned. A 

fit of coughing took hold of him, and his entire body ached, stiff as iron, as he climbed 

to his feet. 

Still alive.  

 

The earth and the dim sky cried out. The world might have been ending, but the only 

thing that mattered right now was his opponent. The death knight came straight at 

him, his glowing red sword, hungry for blood. 

“This duel is futile,” Devaul said in his disembodied voice. Sparks flew as 

Baxicurel scraped against the death knight’s sword, Taldrepa, locked together, the 

only thing between his face and Devaul’s. The wicked sword’s thirst was palpable, and 

Zerefin felt it tug at his soul, trying to draw it out. In the shadow, beneath the tattered 

hood, there was nothing but two green eyes that glowered at him. “Why do you resist?” 

“Why did you betray them?” Zerefin asked. He swung the edge of his shield at 

Devaul’s head, but the death knight hopped back. 

“Why?” the death knight echoed. “Why? Because I was at death’s door. You 

would have done the same, if you were there, dark elf, your life bleeding away.” 

“Don’t think I share your weakness,” Zerefin said. He slashed again and Devaul 

turned his blade aside. “I’d rather die than betray my friends, you fucking coward!”  

Zerefin raised his sword and hammered away at the betrayer, four massive 

blows that clanged off the death knight’s blade, each one forcing Devaul back.  

But the death knigth laughed a hollow, empty laugh. “Only because you’re 

ignorant,” he said. “You’ve never been at the brink!” 
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 “Four decades,” the Zerefin answered. “That’s how long I wandered the 

Darklands.” Zerefin leapt forward, his blade gleaming as it cut through the air as 

Devaul jumped back. “Death waited in the endless darkness, every moment, hanging 

over me. My constant companion.” The two of them circled each other, stepping slowly 

to the sideways. “Your excuses prove nothing except your lack of conviction. I see now 

how weak you really are.” 

“Weak?” boomed the death knight’s otherworldly voice. “I am death, itself!” 

“No, you’re just a shadow of man, clinging to this world,” Zerefin said. “And it’s 

time to end you.”  

A golden light enveloped his sword, radiating around him, pushing back the 

gloom and shadows. Devaul raised his arm to shield his face. The wind swirled around 

him, picking up clouds of dust and chunks rocks. He raised his sword to the heavens.  

“Baxi…” 

A hole opened up in the dark clouds, a beam of light came out, drawn to the 

blade, reaching through the sky, uniting with the holy sword.  

“…Curel!” 

An enormous arc of light cut through the clouds and the sky and earth, turning 

the world white with its blinding radiance, engulfing Devaul and anything else that 

fell in its path.  

A thin blue line in the sky was filling back in with gray clouds. A wide chunk of 

the crumbled walls before him was gone. A long trench stretched out into the distance, 

a giant scar in the face of the earth where there was none before. Of the death knight, 

only his two armored boots remained, and next to it, his sword, Taldrepa, laying 

innocently in the dirt, the malice seeming to have gone out from it.  

Zerefin’s heart pounded, his lungs burned, his muscles ached. But he turned 

towards the Abyss Chasm. His friends had to be there by now. Before he took his first 

step, a sound like a churning storm roared behind him. He turned back. 

Streams of dust rode the wind, drawn to the death knight’s remains. They 

merged together, and bit by bit, a dark figure formed. The boots. The tasset. The chest 

and the breastplate and all the bones underneath. The tattered hood came up and 

covered nothing but shadows, where burning green eyes emerged from the darkness. 

Then the hollow, ghostly voice rang out. 

“I told you,” the betrayer said, as he reached down for Taldrepa. Grasping the 

handle, a hungry red aura emanated from the blade. “I am death.” 
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A look of displeasure wrinkled Tessemora’s unnaturally smooth face. 

 “Tch,” the overlord said. The two snakes regrew their heads and recoiled to 

their master. “No matter. The end is near. You shall entertain me in the meantime.” 

Tessemora snapped her delicate fingers. On one side a balor emerged from a circle of 

fire, its roar was a blast of oppressive heat as hot as a furnace, cracking a fiery whip. 

On the other, a six-armed marilith brandished six shining wickedly curved blades as 

its serpentine body slithered forward. 

 Aramis ran at the marilith, Myer to his side. Their four blades came at the 

demon from two angles, clashing against her six, sparks flying into the air. The 

marilith’s falchion scraped against his crossed swords, and she brought her face near, 

hissing in his face. A forked tongue darted out, and Aramis stumbled back. She raised 

two arms to strike, two falchions to kill. 

 A rush of frost and a sudden wave of crystal flashed past, leaving a sparkling 

wall of ice, two of the demon’s arms trapped, frozen within. Through the ice wall, 

Aramis could only made out vague shapes. A few small shadows fell to the ground and 

he heard the marilith’s shrill cry. Then it stopped abruptly and he caught sight of her 

head over the wall, spinning freely through the air. 

 A deep grunt of pain carried over the wall. Myer. Two spider web cracks formed 

in the wall as something struck it on the other side. Aramis ran around the wall of ice. 

The marilith’s body lay crumpled against the ice, dark blood running from two arms 

stumps and its neck. Myer breathed heavy on one knee, one arm raised with his 

sword, Levana, the other hung limp with two snake heads fang deep in it, his other 

sword, Allefye, laying in the dirt. 

 Tessemora danced around the lances of ice that streaked past her, leaving 

glittering trails of frost hanging in the air. Aramis gripped his swords tight and bolted 

forward. 

 He gave a meaningless roar as he charged forward. His twin blades came down, 

slashing through the air, and Tessemora drifted to his side. He turned his strike, 

flicked the swords sideways, cutting nothing. A vicious backhand, a mocking blow, 

sent him stumbling back.  

Tessemora stood there laughing, her snakes hissing with her, as if they were 

laughing too. “You are delightful, elf,” she said, her voice smooth and subtle. “Why 

don’t you join me? You seek pleasure, do you not?” Though a demon, the overlord did 

in fact, look very pleasing. “I ensure that my loyal servants are… well pleased.”  

“Don’t listen to her, Aramis!” Myer shouted, his voice strained. 

“Y-yeah… I-I know,” Aramis stuttered, even as he guard dropped and his 

swords lowered. 
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Tessemora stepped towards him, her hips swaying back and forth. Her scent 

drew him forward, fresh and pleasing, that drove out the smell of blood, sweat, and 

grime, and made his head feel light as a cloud. Her hand, small and fragile, reached 

towards his face. 

“Aramis, is it?” the overlord whispered, sweet as honey. “What a stro—” 

He pulled both swords up, crossing slashes that left a thin, red ‘x’ on 

Tessemora’s formerly flawless belly. 

“Hmph,” Tessemora said, her face as cold and uncaring as a statue. “A pity.” 

“Screw yourse—” 

Those delicate fingers of hers were buried in his chest. Something bubbled into 

his throat as he tried to talk, a choking gurgle coming out instead. He hit the ground, 

and the demon overlord stood above him, something dripping red in her hand, 

wriggling as if it was alive.  

She tossed it aside as carelessly as a piece of trash. 
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Final Battle – Part 5 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Kronus could hear the voices calling out to him, but he ignored them. They told 

nothing but lies. He knew, he’d done the same to them, using every trick and 

deception, making and reneging on deals, using his own power and the compulsion of 

their true names to bind and control them and take their power for himself. 

 Aldren stood beside him, staring into the black Chasm before them.  

“So you’ve got this one figured out, right?” the cleric asked. 

 “I’ll hold it closed,” the warlock said, steadying his breathing. “You forge the 

lock.” That should work. He hoped. 

 Aldren nodded, hefting the World Hammer in his hand. 

 Kronus called upon his patron the Fateweaver, Lord of Spiders. The warlock 

struck the ground and a great circle lined in glowing symbols spread out before him. 

Eight enormous legs came out of the center, stabbing into the ground around it, and a 

colossal spider of dark aether pulled itself out of the summoning circle.  

 The avatar of the Weaver climbed up the Chasm as if it the sky itself were 

solid. Its legs strained as it pulled at bottom edges of the rift together, and binding it 

with glowing web. The webs stretched and buckled, but the avatar continued up the 

rift, sewing it together. It wouldn’t hold forever. That would be Aldren’s job. 

 

“Elona!” Lethias shouted, but it was too late. 

 “Oh, you want her?” the Lord of Chains cackled, dragging the Oracle through 

the dirt. “Here, have her!” The demon whirled the body round and hurled it through 

the air. 

 The ranger ran and jumped, and she tumbled into him. He caught her and his 

feet slid through the dirt as he hit the ground. Elona’s eyes were glassed over and she 

drew no breath. She was dead. 
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 Lethias set her body down gently. 

 “I’m sorry,” the elf whispered. 

 “What was that?” the demon lord asked, his chains rattling around him. His 

long tongue hung out of his mouth, slathered in drool. His one arm still hung limp 

with arrows through it. “I couldn’t hear you!” 

 Lethias ground his teeth. The elf ran sideways and eyed his target. He’d only 

have one shot at this. His arm was a blur as he knocked an arrow, and let it fly. Then 

another. And another. Filling the air between them with arrows. 

 Many of the arrows struck the heavy chains directly and pinged off them or 

were deflected off course. Others burst into splinters, smashed apart by the chains 

whipping around the demon lord. The Lord of Chains twisted and sidestepped around 

the few that made it to him. 

 “Is that all you’ve got?” the demon said, splitting with mocking laughter. “I am 

a lord of the Abyss!” 

 The ranger knocked three arrows, each of them giving off a soft blue light. He 

waited for a just a moment, then let them fly. Two of them arced out to the side, while 

one flew straight ahead. As soon as he fired, he stopped running and immediately 

knocked another arrow. Rocks lifted off the ground as the air whirled around him, the 

wind howling as it swirled into this one arrow, glowing brighter and brighter as it 

gathered strength. 

 Of the three arrows, the two that arced out turned back, so that all three 

converged on the Lord of Chains from three different angles. They were fast, but there 

were only three. The demon set his chains before them. And they shattered, the 

arrows piercing through them. Chains lashed out at them, to knock them from the air, 

but they passed straight through the shafts, and the blue arrows continued streaking 

towards Lord of Chains. 

 “Neat trick, elf,” the demon lord said. He stepped to the side of one, leaned out 

of the way of the second, and spun out of the way of the third. “But tha—” 

The archer was gone. 

 “This,” Lethias said from behind the demon lord, his arrow fully charged, “is 

the trick.” 

 The arrow drilled through the Lord of Chains, a twisting vortex that obliterated 

anything in its path, ripping apart the flesh and the bone and the iron chains. All that 

remained were bits of flesh, streaks of blood, fragments of bone, and chunks of iron 

that were splattered across the ground for hundreds of feet before him. 
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 The ranger walked back to Elona’s body. Lethias turned her over so that she 

lay on her back. His hand passed over her eyes, shutting them for the last time. He 

folded her hands over her chest, covering the wound. 

 “Be at peace, old friend.” 

 

The death knight rained blow after blow. It was all Zerefin could do to block and 

parry, but his strength was fading. While it seemed Devaul had regained all of his. 

 “Come now, paladin!” Devaul said, his eyes burning with hatred, the only 

expression in the shadow that was his face. “Who is the weak one here? Where has all 

your bluster gone?” 

 Devaul rushed at him. With every mighty strike, Taldrepa flared. Zerefin could 

feel the demon sword’s hunger, craving for its next meal. His soul. The death knight’s 

reckless attacks forced him back, put him on the defensive. 

 “You seem so proud,” Zerefin said, his throat dry, his breath short, “of the 

power that’s been given to you.” And no small amount either. If the death knight was 

truly immortal, then this fight has already been decided. “Power you could never earn 

yourself.” 

 “Do you not lean on your god, dark elf?” Devaul asked, his hollow voice 

booming.  

 “He blesses the faithful,” Zerefin said, “and the courageous. Those who face 

evil, unwavering with conviction.” He needed some of that help right now. “Faithless 

cowards like you are given nothing.” A radiant aura engulfed Baxicurel. 

 “I’ll end that insolence of yours!” Devaul shouted. The death knight charged at 

paladin with renewed fury, his demon sword clenched in both armored hands. 

 Taldrepa swept down, but Zerefin slammed the demon sword aside with his 

shield. Baxicurel flashed between them, an arc of light that severed Devaul’s arm 

below the elbow, and Taldrepa clattered to the ground. Zerefin turned, bringing his 

sword around, and plunged it straight through Devaul, the death knight stumbling 

back, Baxicurel lodged in his chest. 

 “Do you not understand?” Devaul said. “I am immort—” 

 Taldrepa crashed through the betrayer’s pauldron, sheared through his chest 

plate, crushing through his ribs all the way to his sternum. The demon sword’s red 

aura blazed, spreading across the death knight’s body as fast as a wild fire. 

 “No!” Devaul choked out. 
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 Zerefin grabbed Baxicurel’s hilt, pulled the holy sword out, and cleaved through 

the tattered hood, the blade falling between those two glowing green eyes. It burst into 

a cloud of shadow and green flame. The death knight’s bones turned to dust, curling 

into the air. Then all of it came swirling back in thin ribbons, drawn into Taldrepa’s 

blade. 

 The empty armor clattered on the ground. And the demon sword was still. 

 “Soul crusher, eh?” Zerefin said to himself. “Makes sense.” 

 

In the eye of Aldren’s mind, he could see a golden seal with a simple lock, holding shut 

the darkness. All he’d have to do was make it a reality. The entire Chasm was 

slimmer, stitched together by the avatar of the Fateweaver’s web. But black miasma 

still poured out through the gaps. 

 A radiant light emanated from the World Hammer. He drew the hammer back 

and swung it forward. It struck the air and stopped, as if he’d hit a wall of iron, with a 

resounding clang. A wave of light radiated outward, revealing golden lines that 

described the edges of the seal that would contain the Chasm. A frame of light. 

 A second time, Aldren drew the hammer back and swung. Again, it collided 

with nothing, but stopped with a clank of metal. A flood of light washed outwards, 

illuminating a ghostly image of the lock he’d envision that filled the frame. An 

aethereal form. Not quite real, but not far. 

 A third time, Aldren took the World Hammer and swung it. Sparks burst 

around him as he hammered the lock into existence, forged it into reality. Where once 

there was nothing, there now stood a colossal seal of pearl and gold. 

 “That’s some fine work,” Kronus said, walking over to him. “Well, I guess that’s 

it th—” 

 Color faded from the shining seal, turning an inert grey. Darkness spread 

across it, the pieces of it crumbling away, being pulled into the Abyss. 

 “It didn’t work,” Aldren whispered. The Chasm ripped the lock apart, tearing it 

down piece by piece, until nothing remained except for the yawning length of void in 

the sky. The Abyssal Chasm towered over him, sunk his heart, tugged at his soul.  

But he had to finish this.  

“Now what?” Aldren said, gazing into the endless darkness. 

 Kronus rubbed his chin. “I know this might sound crazy,” the warlock said, “but 

I think we need to close it from both sides.” 
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 Yes. That did sound crazy. 

“That’s your new plan?” Aldren asked. 

“Well it’d wouldn’t make sense to try the same thing again,” Kronus answered. 

“Seeing as it didn’t work the first time.” 

So that was their option? One of them enter the Abyss, so that maybe they 

could seal the Chasm? And whoever went in, almost certainly wasn’t coming back. 

“I’ll go,” Aldren said. 

Kronus looked like he was going to say something, but simply nodded. 

Then the earth split beneath their feet. 

 

The fiery blade crashed into the ground beside him, missing him by a sliver. The balor 

slashed sideways, and Zalas ducked under it, missing him by an inch. The demon 

cracked its fiery whip, and the fire licked at his cloak, but didn’t even singe it. The 

demon was centuries too slow. 

 He and Harken danced around the balor, maneuvering themselves into position 

for the perfect opportunity to strike. This whole situation was eerily familiar. Decades 

ago, he’d fought demons and angels on a battlefield, much like this one. With another 

halfling, Alistair, against the Necromancer’s undead army. Do things ever change? 

 There. Zalas rushed forward, his dagger slicing through the tendons of the 

balor’s knee and ankle. Everyone needs those. Even demons. The balor toppled 

forward. Harken wasted no time, leaping through the air on wings of fire, driving 

Kirith straight through the demon’s neck, severing its spine. He drew Kirith back and 

brought his sword round, cleaving the balor’s head from its body. 

 “Yeah, bitch!” the halfling said, as he hopped off the demon’s corpse. 

 “Aramis!” Myer shouted. 

 Zalas turned. A short distance away, Tessemora held the moon elf’s beating 

heart in her hand, Aramis laying at her feet, and tossed it aside. 

 “Holy shit…,” Harken whispered. 

 Myer had two snake heads stuck onto his arm. Hopefully the venom wouldn’t 

kill him. He could still talk. That was a good sign. Ellestriel kept a wide berth between 

herself and Tessemora, making sure to keep out of reach of the overlord’s snakes. 
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 Harken soared through the air. Snakes darted at him, but rays of frost beamed 

through the air, freezing many of the snakes, and the halfing sliced through any that 

got close, leaving burnt stumps. He lifted Kirith high, ready to strike. 

 Blood spurted into the air as Tessemora’s razor sharp nails slashed up 

Harken’s chest. Her other hand came round, swatting the halfing away, sent him 

bouncing along the ground until he crumpled in a heap. 

 Zalas shouted something at Ellestriel in elvish. The Moon Princess didn’t 

believe what she heard. He’d prove her wrong. 

 The dark elf bolted towards Tessemora. A smirk crossed the demon overlord’s 

face, and her snakes, with freshly grown heads, raced towards him. Zalas juked one, 

leaned out of the way of another, slipped under a third, rolled around a fourth, each of 

them so close, but so far. As he drew close to Tessemora, Zalas raised his open hand. 

 A globe of darkness enveloped the demon overlord, and Zalas joined her. Inside 

it was perfectly black, where no eye could see. But at this distance, he didn’t need his 

eyes. 

 “Are you a fool, Abyss Walker?” Tessemora hissed. “You think this darkness 

could blind me?” She came at him, her hands lashing out with preternatural swiftness, 

the darkness seemingly doing nothing to dull her speed or senses. But those hands 

caught nothing but air. 

 “Killing you won’t be nearly enough,” Zalas said, a slight quiver in his voice. He 

circled around her. “But it’ll have to do.” 

 “You are quick,” the overlord said. “But you won’t kill me like this. I’ll have 

your soul as well.” And her hand darted forward. 

 The delicate, but deadly fingers came free, removed from Tessemora’s hand by 

Zalas’s dagger. The demon overlord shrieked in pain. Zalas went at her, but she 

skittered around him, wary of his blade. Her snakes snapped at him, forcing Zalas, 

back, but he took two heads with him. 

 Tessemora nursed her mangled hand, expectant and confused. 

 “Is something the matter?” Zalas asked. 

 “What is that blade?” Tessemora shrieked. The fingers that should have been 

fully regrown by now had barely stopped bleeding. 

 “Forged in demon fire,” Zalas said, “and quenched in angel blood. Its name is 

Cothromoir. You ought to be more careful. You could lose a finger.” 

 Tessemora took a step back, giving her hand time to heal. Set the rest of her 

snakes, seven left with two others still severed. They reared up, coiled, and darted out 
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at him. Zalas’s feet glided around as light as air, and he twisted and turn, flowing as 

smooth as water over and under and around each deadly strike. His dagger whistled 

through the darkness, slicing through the demonic serpents, separating heads from 

bodies, one by one. 

 His globe of darkness faded away. Tessemora stood there, brows furrowed, 

teeth bared, eyes hard, nine serpentine tails hanging on the air, all dripping blood. At 

his feet lay their nine fanged heads. 

 “You shall suffer a thousand deaths for your insolence!” Tessemora screamed. 

 Ellestriel was far off to the side now. Zalas charged at Tessemora, weaving at 

the last moment, zipping left, then right, driving for her heart. His dagger plunged 

into her palm, and she wrenched it from his hand. With her other hand, Tessemora 

went for his throat. He felt it scrape against his neck as he leapt back. She pulled the 

dagger from her hand and tossed behind her. Her feet exploded off the ground as she 

dashed towards him. 

 The dark elf hurled a flurry of throwing daggers while he continued to retreat. 

They flashed through the air, the demon overlord swatting them out of way as she 

hurtled shrieking towards him. 

 Then Zalas stopped. Tessmora frozen before him. An intricate glyph shone 

under her, glowing lines that picked out a symbol of restraint, rising up from the 

ground. 

 “What?” Tessemora said. “When—” 

 “While we were in the dark,” Zalas said. He knew Tessemora could sense him 

in the darkness, but Ellestriel was far outside the range of her other senses, and Zalas 

bought her some time. He jumped back a short distance from her. 

 “You think to bind me?” Tessemora said, starting to move again, while any 

other demon would be paralyzed, but lacking her preternatural speed. “Lord over 

lords?” 

 “No, just to slow you down,” the dark elf said. 

 “Normally you’d get a thousand,” Myer said, standing behind the overlord, 

Levana in one arm, the other limp at his side. “But five hundred will have to do.” 

 Myer moved as swift as the raging wind, a tempest of steel that flashed around 

him. That one blade became many in his hand, a blurred storm of swords that lashed 

out at Tessemora, slicing through her flesh, cutting through the bone. Without her 

snakes, she raised her arms to protect herself as she tried to back away. Her arms 

came off. Then she found herself on one leg. Another slash separated her at the waist. 

And before any of her hit the ground, Levana freed Tessemora’s head from neck. 
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 Myer dropped to his knees, turned his sword over, stabbing it into the ground, 

and breathed heavy.  

 “That’s it,” Myer coughed out, his face pale and drenched in sweat. “It’s over.” 

 “I must say,” Ellestriel said, walking up to them. “I am impressed.” 

 Zalas grunted back. It was finally over. The demon that tricked his people into 

forsaking their god and leading their final city to ruin was now dead. Seemed a hollow 

victory now, his anger dried up long ago. 

 Sharp cracks echoed all around as dust and rock blasted into the air, and the 

ground split apart. The pieces of Tessemora’s body rose into the air. 

 “No,” Ellestriel whispered. 

 But then everything else did too. Myer floated off the ground. Ellestriel flailed 

as she was carried into the sky. The rocks and the dirt and bodies of the fallen all rose, 

then giant chunks of earth came loose and drifted upwards. 

 “What is this this?” Myer shouted. 

 The end of the world. 
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Final Battle – Part 6 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Aldren scraped at the ground, trying to grab onto anything. His fingers dragged along 

the dirt before he went flying up and away, carried away as a leaf in the wind. 

“Aldren!” Kronus shouted. The warlock stuck to the ground like a spider, even 

as the huge piece of earth he stood on broke away from the ground and soared into the 

grim sky. 

Bolts of lightning flashed around him, each crack pierced his ear, made his 

head ring. Chunks of rock and clouds of dust drifted by, floating along with him. Below 

him, the whole world trembled, cracks ran in jagged lines across the ground, scoring 

hunks of earth that came free and fell upwards. 

Aldren flailed his arms. Reaching out for something. Anything. But his hand 

came up empty. He thrashed his legs, but had nothing to kick, nowhere to stand. The 

cleric floundered through the air. Helpless. 

The Abyssal Chasm grew larger still, sunk into the earth, reached into the 

clouds, a new horizon that split the sky along a different plane. A black dawn for an 

endless night. 

The infinite void was upon them. 

The end. 

 

Something was glowing in the distance, a shining speck that flickered in and out. It 

grew in size, sliding around in the air. Coming closer. 

 Wings of fire soared around the giant chunks of earth that drifted through the 

sky, blazed a path through the gloom, carried a small figure towards him. 

 Harken hooked an arm under Aldren’s and dragged him towards the black 

horizon. One side of the halfing’s face was covered in crimson, and his leathers were 

drenched in red. 
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 “Is that your blood?” Aldren asked. 

 “Unfortunately,” Harken said, forcing a grin. “But I’ll worry about that later.” 

 Aldren whispered a simple prayer, touched the halfling with the light. 

 “That’s a little better,” Harken said, wincing. “This is looking pretty messed up. 

Can you still fix this?” 

 “You have to throw me in,” Aldren said. 

 “Into that?” the halfling asked, staring into the void. 

 Aldren nodded. 

 Ahead of them, eight enormous arms of shadow, as big as the arms of titan, 

unfolded from one of the floating rocks. The shadow arms stretched long, spanning 

heaven and earth to grasp the edges of the Abyssal horizon. To shut back the tide of 

darkness. 

 Harken flew them towards the Chasm. There was so much blood on the 

halfling’s face that Aldren couldn’t see his expression. But they were probably 

thinking the same thing. There’s not much to say at a time like this. 

 With a grunt, the halfling launched him tumbling into the darkness. 

  

There was no sky. And there was no ground. In all directions, there was nothing. 

Nothing except the faint light of the other world. His world. From this side, the world 

ending tear seemed much, much smaller. It shook, as if something held it tight and it 

struggled to burst open. Those arms. Kronus. 

 It was cold, so very cold. A chill spread throughout his body, from his center, his 

heart, out through his limbs to the tips of fingers, the soles of his feet, and the top of his 

head.  

 And he was falling. Drawn towards a bottom that would never come. He’d fall 

forever. But he couldn’t fall yet, he still had one thing left to do.  

In his mind’s eye, he pictured the lock again. 

He drew the World Hammer back, his arm slow as if he was underwater. He 

swung forward, and struck that which would be. A frame of light shined in the 

darkness. 

He swung a second time, his strength waning, and struck that which did not 

exist, leaving an aethereal vision of what would be. 
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And he swung a third time, his strength at its end, the World Hammer colliding 

with what now existed, a new seal between worlds. 

Aldren wasn’t sure Aurasanna could hear him here, but he offered one final 

prayer as he began to fall through the infinite void. 
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Epilogue 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The world was saved. What was left of it anyway. There’s no exact numbers, but at 

least half the Realm’s population was gone.  

La Felle was all but destroyed. Their villages, towns, and cities. All of it gone. 

And after that final battle, there weren’t even ruins left of Argonnais, just a rocky 

wasteland, littered with corpses. Most their leaders were dead or missing. Which was 

the nice way of saying dead. The majority of the La Fellan survivors joined what was 

left of the Graylanders. Together they rebuilt Grayland into a new nation, Grayfell. 

Zerefin had other plans. Where the La Fellans saw nothing but destruction, the 

dark elf paladin saw opportunity. He envisioned a new nation, a home for the 

homeless. Not just for his people, but for people of any race or nationality. A sanctuary 

for all. Zerefin talked the rest of the dark elves into it. Myer, as King of Auranoch, 

endorsed this new nation, adding some legitimacy to it. When the La Fellans heard, 

there were mixed opinions amongst them. But even if they wanted to, they lacked the 

power to stop Zerefin. Some of them, unwilling to abandon their homeland, 

volunteered to help, putting their faith into the paladin and his god. And he called this 

new nation Sanctuary—because creativity wasn’t the paladin’s strong point. 

Between Zerefin’s faith and Tessemora’s demise, the Watcher returned his 

blessing to the dark elves. Zerefin and Arrandil, last of the Watcher’s faithful, founded 

a new church and brought many new followers into the Watcher’s sight. 

Ellestriel, the Moon Princess, her home destroyed, got behind the new nation 

as well. Most of her retinue balked at the idea of living under a dark elf’s rule. But 

with the war over, and no family, land, or power to speak of, she wasn’t much of a 

princess, and Ellestriel released her retinue from her service. A handful chose to stay 

with her, but most respectfully took their leave. 

While working together to build this new nation, Zerefin and Ellestriel fell in 

love with each other and eventually married. 

Strangely, the new Abyssal seal was really small, about the size of a small 

plaque, engraved with the images of screaming demons in white marble, edged in gold. 
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It floated ominously in the air, at the bottom of a deep crater. Kronus took his time 

studying it. The original Abyssal seal was at the Diamond Gate, which was who knows 

where in the middle of the endless ocean. This new one was in the middle of the 

Eastern Realms, where the capital used to be. It seemed sturdy, perhaps nigh 

unbreakable, but it didn’t seem prudent to leave it sitting out where anyone could 

mess with it. 

So Kronus recruited Ellestriel’s help, along with Caelahir and Nerezziel, two of 

the dark elves’ arcane experts, and the grudging assistance of the dwarves to build the 

Black Spire over the seal, equal parts fortress, laboratory, and library. From here, 

Kronus would continue his arcane research and protect the seal. 

And around the Black Spire, they built the rest of the capital, Watcher’s Rest. 

And to protect it all, Zerefin reformed the Sentinels, the Watcher’s warrior devout. 

Myer and Selendriel returned to Auranoch, with Doloriel and the rest of the 

remaining Loyalists. Weakened further by the war, they had no hope of reclaiming 

any foot hold in their ancestral home. So they decided to bide their time, settling 

throughout Auranoch, living in exile. 

Myer and Selendriel took in the child from Tamriah, who Rak’tzarmal fled into, 

naming him Corbin. Kronus found that it’d be impossible to remove the demon lord 

without killing the child. Kronus thought it was a terrible idea, but at Myer’s behest, 

the warlock laid an eight point spider seal on the baby Corbin, hoping that it would 

contain demon lord. The King and Queen knew Corbin would probably lead a hard life, 

but were unwilling to kill or abandon the child.  

A couple years later, Selendriel would bear Myer two natural children, twins, 

Silvaras and Valandriel, half-elven.  

Lethias joined the elves in exile, continuing to hone his skills, and continuing to 

train more Crimson Arrows. Preparing for the next calamity. And someday, he hoped 

to reclaim their homeland. 

Eothan the Undying returned to Kendreoth an even bigger hero, and held the 

position of Champion for many years to come. 

Harken lost an eye, and wears an eye patch now. Besides that, he made a full 

recovery and continued scouring the world for treasure before eventually settling down 

with a nice halfling lass. 

In the forest of Ley Seren, Lord Telvanas and the rest of the Partisans formed a 

new government to replace the monarchy, the Elven Commonwealth. On the surface, a 

senate of elven nobility guided the elven nation. But in the truth, a small, select 

council held the true power, and controlled the Commonwealth from the shadows. 
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The dwarves returned to their mountain halls with many trophies and tales of 

battle. And that was enough for them. But some of the dwarves stuck around, happy 

to build something, and help with reconstruction efforts. 

Far in the west, the war had been less devastating, particularly in Golodar. 

With the Black Knight Gerard’s help, one noble, Lawrence Maldonnen, rose to a point 

of complete domination in the power vacuum, creating a new Empire and crowning 

himself Emperor Maldonnen I. The Emperor had many strange ideas about how he 

wanted to run things. Among other things, he immediately invested heavily in airship 

design and the arcane arts, building the Imperial Academy of Destructive Magicka. 

After years of preparation, the Empire went to war, conquering the Lowlands of 

Agadar to the south, all the lands to the west up to the Badlands, and portions of 

Kendreoth to the east before consolidating their new holdings. 

Warstran was no more. Throwing their lot in with the Legion, they had nothing 

left after their defeat and their lands were split between Elemey, Locland, and the 

newly formed Sanctuary. 

The forest of Seldelar, now a white, haunting forest of dead trees where nothing 

grows, became known as the Ghostwood. Few venture into its depths, fearing the 

wrath of Moon elven spirits. 

Less settlements and less people meant more room for monsters. With more 

room, many monster populations grew and expanded, increasing the threat of the 

wilderness. All the new ruins made excellent homes for beasts, aberrations, and tribes 

of demihumans.  

Aldren became known as the Worldmender, and was named a saint by the 

church of Aurasanna, his likeness carved into many exquisite statues of all kinds of 

precious metal and beautiful stone. Saint Aldren the Worldmender. Patron saint of 

forges and warhammers. 

On the other hand, many people lost faith in the gods of light, blaming them for 

the ravages of the Abyssal Legions, instead of say… Devaul.  

The scattered remains of the Legion fled and hid. The demons gather what 

strength they can, sowing havoc, and gathering souls. The half children of some 

demons appear throughout the Realms, called tieflings, often marked by some physical 

sign of their demonic heritage—horns, strange eyes, claws, tails. 

And so the world carried on, slowly rebuilding. What destruction might it face 

next? 
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True Ending 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The man fell through the infinite void, his soul shining like a beacon. And Venos, Lord 

of Darkness, came to claim it personally. 

“He is one of mine,” said a heavenly voice. 

Venos narrowed his eyes. “This is my realm,” he said, “and my soul.” 

“Aldren had a dying prayer,” Aurasanna said. 

“And why would I care?” 

“That I take the World Hammer.” 

“Irrelevant.” 

“This may be your realm, but it matters not where he died. He was true to me 

until the very end. And rules are rules.” The goddess smiled. “You should know, you 

made them.” 

Venos ground his teeth. 

“So I’ll be taking my hammer,” Aurasanna said, “and Aldren.” 

Venos snorted. “Fine,” he said, dismissing her with a wave of his hand. “Take 

them.” 

Aurasanna disappeared in a burst of light, the World Hammer and Aldren gone 

with her. 

There was always next time. 
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